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This report is Volume 1 of two volumes of the final report on "Implementation
of Radiation Shielding Calculation Methods". This volume summarizes the work performed
under this contract in the following areas:
(1) Analysis of realistic nuclear-propelled vehicle using the Marshall Space
Flight Center computer code package. This code package includes one
and two dimensional discrete ordinate transport, point kernel, and single
scatter techniques, as well as, cross section preparation and data process-
ing codes,
(2) Development of techniques to improve the automated data transfer in the
coupled computation method of the MSFC computer code package and
improve the utilization of this code package on the MSFC UNIVAC-1 108
computer system, and
(3) Updating of the MSFC Master Data Libraries.
A brief description of the material employed during the MSFC Seminar/Workshop
is included. This Seminar/Workshop provided detailed instructions on the application of
the computer code package. Volume 2 of this report describes in detail the material
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This report is Volume 1 of two volumes of the final report on "Implementation of
Radiation Shielding Calculation Methods". This work was performed under Contract
NAS 8-27047 by the Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory. Presented in this volume are:
* Results of analysis of a realistic nuclear-propelled vehicle using the MSFC
computer code package.
* A synopsis of the MSFC radiation shielding computer code package.
* Improvements in the MSFC computer codes and basic data libraries.
The MSFC radiation shielding computer code package and basic data libraries were
developed during previous contracts NAS-8-24919 and NAS-8-20414.(1-4) Included in
this code package are the following programs:
* GAMLEG-W to provide multigroup, photon transport cross sections.
* APPROPOS to process and spectral-weight multigroup, neutron cross section
data and to process reaction rate data.
· NAGS to process multigroup neutron and photon flux distribution data.
· SATURN to process neutron cross section data using a minimum amount of core
storage.
* ANISN-W, a multigroup, one-dimensional discrete ordinate transport code.
· DOT-IIW, a multigroup two-dimensional discrete ordinate transport code.
· MAP to calculate the energy and angular dependent radiation transport
external to a source.
* DOQ and ADOQ to calculate, respectively, symmetric and asymmetric quad-
rature coefficients for AN ISN-W and DOT-IIW.
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* KAP-VI, a point kernel code.
* SCAP, a single scatter analysis code.
As part of this contract, implementation of the MSFC code package in the analysis
of a nuclear-propelled vehicle configuration was completed. The computer code techniques,
the vehicle geometry, and the results of this analysis are presented in Section 3.0.
Several techniques to improve the automated data transfer in the coupled computation
methods of the MSFC computer code package and improve the utilization of this code package
on the MSFC UNIVAC-1108 computer system were also developed as described in Section 5.0.
The MSFC basic data libraries were updated in the areas of: (1) hydrogen micro-
scopic neutron cross section data, and (2) photon production data for neutron capture and
inelastic scatter. The updated library data are presented in Section 6.0.
In addition, a four day Seminar/Workshop was conducted at MSFC to provide prac-
tical experience in the application of the MSFC computer code package. Volume 2 of this




2.0 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Under this contract, Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory has: (1) implemented
the computer code package supplied to MSFC in contracts NAS-8-20414 and NAS-8-24919( 1 - 4 )
in an analysis of a nuclear propelled vehicle, (2) prepared and presented a Seminar/Workshop
demonstrating the use of the MSFC computer code package to MSFC, NASA, and NASA con-
tractor personnel, and (3) modified or updated portions of the MSFC computer code package
to provide improved utilization of the MSFC computer code package on the MSFC UNIVAC-
1108 computer system.
WANL has performed the contracted work through the execution of the following
four tasks:
Task A - Analysis of a Realistic Nuclear Propelled Vehicle Using the MSFC Computer
Code Package
In this task, WAN L selected with the concurrence of the MSFC contracting office
representative (COR) a realistic nuclear propelled vehicle model. This model included the
nuclear subsystem, the nozzle assembly and propellant lines radiation source (CRAM), the
propellant tank, and the command and control module. This vehicle model was converted
into the appropriate analytical models required for the computer codes in the MSFC computer
code package. An analysis of the radiation environment at the command and control module
was conducted to demonstrate the use of individual codes in an analysis and the linkage of
the codes by data transfer on cards and/or magnetic tape. This analysis was performed to
provide material for presentation in Task B of this contract.
Task B - Conduct a Four (4) Day Seminar/Workshop at MSFC
In Task B of this contract, WANL has prepared a set of detailed Seminar/Workshop
notes describing the input data preparation and job setup of the computer codes in the
Task A effort. These notes supplemented by opaque presentation material were presented by
WANL personnel to MSFC, NASA, and NASA contractor personnel at a four (4) day
Seminar/Workshop presented at MSFC. This Seminar/Workshop demonstrated the use and
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capability of the MSFC computer code package in performing radiation analyses required
for nuclear propelled vehicle design studies and the general radiation analysis capability
of the MSFC computer code package.
Task C - Investigation of Techniques to Improve the Automated Coupling and
Utilization of the MSFC Computer Code Package on the MSFC
UNIVAC-1 108 Computer System
The Task C effort of this contract involved the modification of the APPROPOS
and ANISN-W codes to provide an automated tape and/or punched card linkage with
fewer tapes on a specific job. The number of tapes required by an APPROPOS job was
reduced to a maximum of five (5) and a minimum of two (2) tapes. These modifications
will normally improve the job turnaround time on the MSFC UNIVAC-1 108 computer. A
second effort in Task C was the addition of the CHEAPER data processing code to improve
the use of DOT-IIW scalar flux tape output and the addition of the LHAP code for liquid
hydrogen capture gamma ray analysis.
Task D - Review and Update of Current Neutron and Photon Cross Section Informa-
tion in the MSFC Computer Code Package
In Task D of this contract, WAN L reviewed the use of existing neutron and photon
cross section data libraries of the MSFC computer code package in Task A type analysis.
An update of neutron cross sections to include additional hydrogen neutron cross section
sets and an expansion of the neutron scattering data to a full scatter-transfer matrix was
made to improve the data library. In addition, a new set of photon production data due
to neutron capture and neutron inelastic scatter were placed in the MSFC computer code
package. These new data were used in the Task A analysis.
Recommendations
On the basis of the completed effort in this contract and the types of analyses
required in the design of nuclear propelled stages a number of future study programs or





(1) Extend the library of gamma ray production data in the MSFC Master
Library No. 6 to
(a) Include neutron energy dependent capture gamma ray spectral data,
(b) Include additional element data in the inelastic neutron scatter
gamma ray production library;
(c) Expand the inelastic gamma ray production data to 52 neutron energy
groups to match the fine-group neutron library data.
(2) Modify the APPROPOS code to perform a group-collapse and spectral-
weighting of the Master Library No. 6 data developed in (c) above. With
this modification, any broad-group, neutron-energy group structure can
be obtained in the coupling calculation in the APPROPOS code.
(3) Investigate the use of adjoint kernel techniques in the analysis of external
radiation environment. The use of adjoint kernel techniques to solve for
the angular dependent, adjoint boundary source for use in a DOT-IIW prob-
lem is one possible application. In addition, the alternate technique of
using an adjoint kernel technique to calculate the adjoint solution to each
mesh cell within an r, z problem in combination with the use of a similar
forward solution DOT-IIW problem is another area of interest. The use of
adjoint kernels to the mesh cells provides a solution to the external environ-
ment of the radiation source distribution obtained from the integration of
the forward solution.
(4) Update the point kernel techniques to facilitate rapid, parametric analyses
in the following areas:
(a) Recode the KAP-VI code using the flexible dimension feature of FOR-
TRAN-IV,
(b) Expand the capabilities of the SCAP code in the areas of exclusion radii,
albedo model, and numerical methods, and
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(c) Modify the SCAP code to include the KAP-VI code capability of assign-
ing the ambiguity indices for each region boundary.
(5) Incorporate into the MSFC code package the capability to perform activation
analysesof the nuclear stage. This could be accomplished by utilizing the
DOT-IIW-MAP technique to determine detailed group-wise neutron fluxes
for input to an activation type program. An updated version of the ACT-II
code or the NAP code (provided in the INAP code development work





3.0 Analysis of a Realistic Nuclear-Propelled Vehicle Using the MSFC Computer Code
Package (Task A)
In Task A of this contract, the MSFC computer code package was applied to the
analysis of a realistic nuclear-propelled vehicle. The intent of this analysis was to demon-
strate how the computer techniques could be applied rather than to generate detailed design
results. In this section, the nuclear propelled vehicle is described, a synopsis of the computer
techniques is given, and key results of the analysis are developed.
3.1 Description of the Nuclear-Propelled Vehicle
Figure 3-1 schematically illustrates the nuclear-propelled vehicle geometry employed
in this study. The geometry consists of the propulsion module, the propellant module, and
the command and control module. The command module selected for analysis is a modified
Apollo module to accommodate a six-man crew.(5 ) The overall weight of the command module
is approximately 35,200 kilograms (16,000 pounds). The propellant module consists of a
660,000 kilogram (300,000 pound) capacity tank with a 10° half-angle conical bottom. The
propulsion module includes a -20900 kilogram (-9500 pound) capacity run tank. This pro-
pellant tank geometry is the Class I hybrid configuration selected by MacDonnell Douglas
Company in Phase III of the Nuclear Shuttle System Definition Study.(6 )
The compositions utilized in the computer code analysis to describe the propellant
tank and command module geometries are given in Table 3-1. Generally, fifteen geometrical
regions were employed to describe the command module and about twenty-five geometrical
regions were employed to describe the propellant tank geometries, including the aluminum
tank wall.
The geometry of the Nuclear Subsystem is shown schematically in Figure 3-2. This
is a detailed, unclassified model of the NERVA Nuclear Subsystem (NSS). ( 7 ) As shown in
Figure 3-2, five zone loadings were employed in the reactor core. Surrounding the core
in the radial direction are the following: a graphite "filler strip" region, aluminum structure,
the beryllium reflector, and a region representing the control vanes. The major regions in
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the axial direction include the core support plate, the BATH* and lead shield regions, and
the dome plenum. The Nuclear Subsystem is enclosed by an aluminum pressure vessel. The
dome of the NSS is actuallyelliptical in shape. However, for purposes of analysis, the dome
is approximated in the R-Z geometry as shown in Figure 3-2.
Twenty-two geometrical regions were employed to describe the NSS in the computer
codes employed in this study. The element atom densities for those regions are presented in
Table 3-2.
Detailed descriptions of the geometries are presented in the eleven sections of
Volume 2 of this report in which the computer code input data are described.
3.2 Synopsis of Methods
The MSFC computer code package provides various options for analysis of a nuclear
propelled vehicle. One particular scheme, selected for the analysis performed in this task,
is described in this section. A brief description of each computer code is also presented.
The following sources of radiation which contribute to the photon dose at the crew
compartment were considered in this study: The Nuclear Subsystem; the nozzle, skirt, and
skirt extension; the aluminum propellant discharge line; and, the liquid hydrogen in the
propellant tanks.
3.2.1 Method of Analysis
Figures 3-3 and 3-4 illustrate the analytical procedure utilized to calculate
the radiation environment internal and external to the Nuclear Subsystem, respectively.
Referring to Figure 3-3, the starting point of the Nuclear Subsystem analysis is the SATURN
code. The MSFC fifty-two group microscopic neutron cross section library data along with
the atom densities for each geometric region are input to the SATURN problem. The SATURN
code placed on tape, 52 group macroscopic neutron, P, transport, region dependent cross
*BATH is the NERVA reference design shield material consisting of boron carbide, aluminum,




sections for input to the ANISN-W code. Two ANISN-W problems were run--one describing
the geometry of the Nuclear Subsystem in the radial direction and one in the axial direction.
ANISN-W then provided 52 group neutron spectra for all mesh in the axial and radial geom-
etries on two separate tapes. These two tapes along with the region dependent atom densities
and the MSFC basic data library tapes were input to the APPROPOS code.
The APPROPOS code performs these functions: (1) 16 group macroscopic, region
dependent, Po, transport corrected neutron cross sections (with upscatter removed) are pro-
vided as punched card output for input to the DOT-IIW neutron problems; the 16 group
neutron cross sections were spectrally-weighted by region using the 52 group fluxes input
from ANISN; (2) 13 group, PI, macroscopic, region dependent photon cross sections are
provided as punched card output for input to the DOT-IIW photon problem, and (3) reaction
rate data and other basic data are provided as punched card output for input to the NAGS
data processing code.
Two neutron DOT-IIW problems were run to analyze the Nuclear Subsystem. The
first problem was run as a fixed source problem. The fission source spatial distribution input
to DOT-IIW was obtained from the axial and radial ANISN-Weigenvalue problems. The
geometry for this problem extended in the axial direction from the bottom of the hot end hard-
ware region to a few mean free paths into the BATH shield region (see Figure 3-2). A boundary
source from this problem was input to the second DOT-IIW neutron problem.
This second problem extended in the axial direction from the bottom of the aluminum
shield plate to the top of the pressure vessel dome. Both neutron problems employed an S8
angular quadrature. Of course, both problems provided: (1) scalar fluxes in each mesh cell in
thegeometry,and (2) surface angular leakage tapes. The scalarflux tapes were input to the
CHEAPER data processing code. This code combined the two scalar flux tapes into a mesh
cell description for input to the NAGS code. The NAGS code provided: (1) the photon
source data by mesh cell on tape for input to the DOT-IIW photon geometry problem, and
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(2) photon source data on punched cards for input to the KAP-VI point kernel program. The
S8 quadrature photon DOT-IIW problem provides the photon distribution internal to the
Nuclear Subsystem, as well as, the angular leakage at the surface of the entire NSS
geometry.
Figure 3-4 illustrates the technique employed to calculate the radiation
environment external to the Nuclear Subsystem and the dose rate at the crew location.
The radiation environment external to the NSS and at the crew locations were calculated by
two different techniques. The first technique employed the MAP code, whereas, the second
technique employed the KAP-VI code. The photon surface leakage flux tape from the DOT-
IIW problem was input to the MAP code which calculated the photon levels on a meridian
ring external to the NSS. These meridian ring flux data were input as punched card data to
the SCAP code. The SCAP code calculates the direct and single scattered contributions of
the NSS sources at the crew location. The punched NSS sources from the NAGS code were
input to the KAP-VI point kernel code which also calculated the photon levels on a merid-
ian ring external to the NSS. The radiation levels on the meridian were also input to the
SCAP code as punched card data. The SCAP code was run with various levels of LH2 in the
propellant tanks--this yields dose rate versus run time data. This data is then integrated as
a function of time to obtain the crew dose.
The energy and spatial distribution of sources in the nozzle, skirt, and skirt-
extension were obtained from the March, 1970, Common Radiation Analysis Model (CRAM).( 8)
These sources were input to the KAP-VI code to calculate: (1) the direct radiation at the
crew location, and (2) the radiation levels on the meridian ring due to these sources. The
latter data were then input to the SCAP code to obtain the scattered dose contribution.
The energy and spatial distribution of the photon sources in the pump discharge
line (PDL) were also obtained from the CRAM. These sources were input directly to the




The neutron surface leakage fluxes from the DOT-IIW problems were input
to the MAP code to calculate the neutron fluxes on a meridian ring external to the NSS.
The meridian ring neutron fluxes were input to the LHAP code to determine the contribution
to the crew due to the secondary gamma ray source in the liquid hydrogen propellant.
3.2.2 Description of Computer Codes and Basic Data Libraries
The compilation of neutron and photon cross section data for MSFC has
generated five Master Library Tapes and a deck of basic nuclear data as shown in Table
3-3. These libraries (4 ) were developed under Contract NAS-8-24919 and updated under
the present contract as described in Section 6.0.
Master Library Tape No. 1 contains 143 microscopic, transport corrected,
neutron cross section sets for 38 elements for use in the ANISN-W, DOT-IIW, and
APPROPOS codes. These data are in a 52 energy group structure. Master Library Tape
No. 2 contains445 microscopic, 1) (1_ 3) neutron cross section sets for38 elements for
use in the ANISN-W, DOT-IIW, and APPROPOS codes. These data are also in a 52 energy
group structure. Master Library Tape No. 3 contains 142 sets of reaction rate cross section
data for use in the APPROPOS code. The data on Master Library Tapes No. 1, 2, and 3 are
averaged over four representative, spatially dependent, neutron spectra obtained from
current NERVA R-1 nuclear subsystem design work. These first three tapes are obtained in
a manner consistent with each other and with the nuclear and radiation analysis procedures
used in the radiation analysis of reactors at the Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory
(WAN L). (7)
Master Library Tape No. 4 contains 510 microscopic, Pi, gamma ray cross
section sets for 51 elements for use in the ANISN-W, DOT-IIW, and APPROPOS codes.
These data, which are in a 13 energy group structure, are averaged over a source spectrum
of prompt gamma ray energy emitted from the fission of 235Uranium. Master Library Tape
No. 5 contains the pair-production and photo-electric gamma ray cross section data used
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in the KAP-VI, SCAP, MAP, and GAMLEG-W codes. Again, the data on Tapes 4 and 5 are
obtained in a manner consistent with each other and with the radiation analysis procedures
used in the radiation analysis of reactors at WANL1
Finally, a basic set of nuclear data (Master Library 6) is provided for use in
the complete package of codes.
The GAMLE G-W Code
The GAMLEG-W code provides multigroup, photon transport cross sections
for use in multigroup, discrete ordinate transport or Monte Carlo transport codes. The code
is designed to provide photon transport cross sections in a maximum of 100 groups with scatter
transfer cross sections represented as a Legendre expansion (PA ) of arbitrary order. The code
performs a numerical integration with a user specified weighting function to obtain multi-
group absorption and scatter-transfer cross sections. Absorption cross sections are obtained
from pointwise, photoelectric and pair-production data on punched data cards or magnetic
tape, and Compton absorption from the Klein-Nishina equation for the inelastic scattering
of a photon with a free electron. Scatter-transfer cross sections are obtained from the dif-
ferential form of the Klein-Nishina equation for the inelastic scattering of a photon with a
free electron.
The code can, at option, provide photon transport cross section data for use
in energy flux or particle flux calculations. Production of a pair of 0.511 MeV photons due
to pair production annihilation can be included in the energy scatter-transfer or particle
scatter-transfer cross section data.
Output data from the GAMLEG-W code are compatible with the ANISN-W
or DOT-IIW computer codes and are placed on either punched data cards or magnetic tape.
The GAMLEG-W code, as it is in production use on the UNIVAC-1108 at




In the analysis of nuclear reactor systems, an efficient technique for prepar-
ing multigroup, cross section data in the required format for discrete ordinate transport as
well as Monte Carlo computer codes is required. The APPROPOS code provides this needed
technique. APPROPOS prepares multigroup, simultaneous, neutron-photon cross section data
and neutron reaction cross section data for radiation transport codes.
The APPROPOS code processes multigroup, neutron cross section data and
multigroup, neutron reaction cross section data (e.g., radiative capture, fission, inelastic
scatter, and elastic scatter) to provide spectral-weighted, neutron cross section data in a
reduced number of energy groups. These data are then processed with input specified ele-
mental atom densities, gamma ray production data due to neutron reactions, and photon
cross section data to provide macroscopic, coupled, neutron-photon cross section data, neu-
tron cross section data, and photon cross section data. Output data from the APPROPOS
code are placed on punched cards and/or magnetic tape for use in the ANISN-W, DOT-IIW,
or NAGS codes.
The APPROPOS code, as it is in production use on the UNIVAC-1108 at
MSFC, is fully documented in Reference 4, Volume 3.
The NAGS Code
When the vast amount of data handling required in a complete two-dimensional
radiation analysis of a nuclear system is considered, the need for an automated, data process-
ing link between discrete ordinates transport techniques and both point kernel and Monte
Carlo techniques is evident. The NAGS code provides this needed link. NAGS processes
multigroup, neutron and photon flux distributions for one-dimensional, slab or cylinder geom-
etry models, or two-dimensional r, z or r, 0 geometry models. Flux input data to the NAGS
code are obtained by magnetic tape or disk from the ANISN-W or DOT-IIW discrete ordinate
transport codes. Additional input data required by the NAGS code are prepared by the
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APPROPOS code. The NAGS code provides: (1) neutron and photon source data for use in
point kernel, Monte Carlo, or discrete ordinate transport analyses, (2) neutron and photon
dose rates, and (3) nuclear energy deposition data (neutron and photon) for use in subsequent
thermal and hydraulic design analyses. Source distribution data are generated, on punched
data cards for input into the KAP-VI code and on magnetic tape for use in ANISN-W or
DOT-IIW codes.
The NAGS code, as it is in production use on the UNIVAC-1108 at MSFC,
is fully documented in Reference 4, Volume 3.
The SATURN Code
In certain ca Iculations using the ANISN-W and DOT-IIW discrete ordinates
transport codes with a large number of input cross section data, execution of the calculation
is sometimes terminated because of insufficient core storage to process the cross section data.
To alleviate this situation, the SATURN code was developed. SATURN processes PA or
transport corrected cross section data using a minimum amount of core storage to produce
multigroup cross section data tapes in two formats for use in the ANISN-W or DOT-IIW codes.
The two formats are the normal, group-dependent data tape or the specially prepared, group-
independent data tape.
The data processing functions and options performed by the SATURN code
are as follows:
(1) Preparation of group-dependent and/or group-independent cross section
data on magnetic tape or disk file and/or punched cards,
(2) Inclusion of transverse leakage corrections to the macroscopic cross
section data,
(3) Preparation of macroscopic cross sections using mixing table operations,
(4) Adjoint reversal of the cross section data, and
(5) Output tape labeling and relabeling.
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These operations are performed in the SATURN code as a sequence of logical
steps to minimize the core storage required to prepare cross section data.
The SATURN code is an auxiliary code and should only be used for those
situations where the DOT-IIW or AN ISN-W codes cannot process the cross section data or
for problems that require special, transverse leakage corrections, or group-independent tapes.
The SATURN code, as it is in production use on the UNIVAC-1108 at MSFC,
is fully documented in Reference 4, Volume 3.
The ANISN-W Code
ANISN-W is a multigroup, discrete ordinate transport code that solves the
energy dependent, one-dimensional, Boltzmann transport equation with general anisotropic
scattering for slab, cylindrical or spherical geometries. The code solves forward or adjoint,
homogeneous or inhomogeneous problems. The method is applicable to both neutron and gamma
transport problems. Inhomogeneous problems may have a fixed volume distributed source, or a
specified angular-dependent shell source at any mesh interval; fissions may be included for
a subcritical system. Vacuum, reflective, periodic, white, or albedo boundary conditions
may be specified. Time absorption calculations, concentration searches, outer radius searches,
buckling searches, or zone thickness searches are also solved. Cross sections may be input
from a library tape and/or from punched cards; multigroup flux distributions may be used to
perform a group reduction of the cross section data. The code also includes space point
scaling to accelerate the flux solution on inner iterations.
To provide a more efficient tool, the ANISN-W code has been improved over
the original ANISN code (9) to provide for the inclusion of automated tape linkage of input
and output data and for the capability to input a distributed or shell source from magnetic
tape and/or punched cards. Microscopic and/or macroscopic cross section data may be input
to ANISN-W from cards and/or a library tape. Cross sections from tape can be input from
a microscopic library data tape (the mixing table option in ANISN-W can be employed to
calculate macroscopic cross sections) or from a SATURN prepared, group-dependent or
group-independent, cross section tape.
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The ANISN-W computer code, as it is in production use on the UNIVAC-
1108 at MSFC, is fully documented in Reference 4, Volume 4.
The DOT- IIW Code
DOT-IIW is an implementation of the discrete ordinates transport technique.
This code solves the two-dimensional, energy dependent, linear Boltzmann transport equation
with general anisotropic scattering for x, y; r, z; and r, 9 geometries. The code solves for-
ward or ad joint, homogeneous or inhomogeneous problems. The method is applicable to
both neutron and gamma ray transport problems. Inhomogeneous problems may have a fixed
volume distributed source, or a specified angular dependent boundary source at the right or
top boundaries; fissions may be included for a subcritical system. Vacuum, reflective, peri-
odic, white, or albedo boundary conditions may be specified. Time absorption calculations,
concentration searches, or zone thickness searches are also solved. Cross sections may be
input from a library tape and/or from punched cards. Asymmetric or symmetric quadrature
calculations may be performed. The code includes a choice of Gaussian Iteration, Successive
Overrelaxation, Space Point Scaling, or Chebyshev Acceleration to achieve a flux solution
on inner iterations.
The version of the DOT-IIW code provided to Marshall Space Flight Center
has been changed from the original version of DOT-II to be consistent with the nuclear and
radiation analysis methods provided MSFC, and to incorporate state-of-the-art features of the
current DOT-IIW code as released by RSIC (with the exception of a polynomial source option).
The major improvements in DOT-IIW are the inclusion of acceleration techniques on the group
flux solution, improved convergence logic, asymmetric quadrature capability, and improved
tape operations.
Microscopic and/or macroscopic cross section data may be input to DOT-IIW
from magnetic tape and/or punched cards. Cross sections from tape can be input from a micro-
scopic library data tape (the mixing table option in DOT-IIW can be employed to calculate
macroscopic cross sections) or from a SATURN prepared, group-dependent or group-indepen-




The DOT-IIW computer code, as it is in production use on the UNIVAC-1108
at MSFC, is fully documented in Reference 4, Volume 5.
The MAP Code
The MAP code solves for the energy-dependent radiation transport external
to a nuclear radiation source. The code uses as energy- and angular-dependent, surface
source data the multigroup, angular-dependent surface leakage fluxes, as calculated by an
r, z geometry discrete ordinate transport calculation. The capabilities of the MAP code
include:
(1) Two techniques of treating symmetric quadrature, discrete ordinate
transport, angular-dependent, leakage fluxes to provide a continuous
variation of flux with angle;
(2) Techniques to use generalized quadrature, discrete ordinate transport,
angular-dependent leakage fluxes (including asymmetric sets) at both
the source surface and detector surface;
(3) Techniques to produce magnetic data tapes of angular-dependent flux
data for use as boundary-source input into subsequent, discrete ordinate
transport problems; and
(4) Techniques to calculate the uncollided radiation as well as estimates
of the collided radiation (using point kernel techniques) reaching
detector surfaces in a geometry described by intersecting, quadratic
surfaces.
Cross section data are obtained from (1) internal calculations of point value data from Klein-
Nishina relationships and data tables for photons, or (2) input values of macroscopic cross
sections for materials in zones.
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This code provides techniques which circumvent the use of discrete ordinate
transport codes in calculating radiation transport through voids or near voids. MAP provides
accurate results in areas where "ray effects"(1 0 ) due to discrete direction angular flux solutions
produce anamolous results and provides for extended use of the discrete ordinate transport
technique. MAP provides this capability without using high orders of angular quadrature or
conventional symmetric quadrature techniques in discrete ordinate transport codes.
The MAP radiation transport code, as it is in production use on the UNIVAC-
1108 at MSFC, is fully documented in Reference 4, Volume 5.
The DOQ Code
The ANISN-W one-dimensional and DOT-IIW two-dimensional discrete
ordinates transport codes require as input data the discrete directions for which solutions
are desired. These discrete directions cannot be chosen arbitrarily. Because the energy-
angle relationship of the scatter cross sections used by these transport codes are represented
by Legendre polynomials, quadrature sets that correctly integrate Legendre polynomials are
required for particle conservation. In addition, symmetry conditions on discrete directions
are important. The ANISN-W and DOT-IIW codes perform specific checks on these quadra-
ture data to insure consistency. At least seven significant digits of precision for the input
quadrature coefficients are required.
The DOQ Discrete Ordinates Quadrature code* was developed to assist the
user in the preparation of these input coefficients to the transport codes. The DOQ code
computes the discrete ordinates quadrature coefficients (direction cosines and weights) given
the point coordinates and symmetry conditions. A generalized technique using the method
of moments is used. The code prints out and punches on cards the quadrature coefficients in
a format appropriate for direct input to the ANISN-W and DOT-IIW codes. Output from
*Originally developed as the SNAFU code by R. G. Rodgers, F. R. Mynatt, and W. W. Engle,




the DOQ code may also be used as input data to the ADOQ asymmetric quadrature code.
The DOQ code utilizes the variable dimensioning technique of FORTRAN-IV to allow the
calculation of high orders of quadrature by efficient use of core memory storage.
The DOQ computer code, as it is in production use on the UNIVAC-1108 at
MSFC, is documented in Reference 4, Volume 5.
The ADOQ Code
The importance of accurately predicting the nuclear radiation environment
and radiation transport external to a nuclear reactor system has necessitated the development
of asymmetric quadrature techniques for use in discrete ordinate transport analyses. These
two-dimensional, transport theory techniques have significantly reduced "ray effects" and
have provided increased angular resolution of the spatially attenuated nuclear subsystem
leakage spectrum. When conventional symmetric quadrature transport techniques are used
to calculate the radiation transport through low-scattering media or voids, "ray effects" are
observed with low order quadratures. These "ray effects", or anomalous computational I resul Its,
are due to the discrete representation of the angular variable in discrete ordinate transport
theory approximations and predict preferential radiation streaming along the discrete direc-
tions of angular quadrature chosen.
Accurate angular resolution of the spatially attenuated leakage spectrum at
locations far removed from the nuclear system is also important in the prediction of neutron
thermalization in local media for the calculation of secondary gamma ray sources.
Analytical radiation transport techniques have been developed to satisfy both
of these requirements. The method consists of (1) the development of asymmetric quadrature
data using the DOQ and ADOQ computer codes to achieve a high degree of angular resolu-
tion along the axis and in the solution plane of interest; (2) the modification of the DOT two-
dimensional, discrete ordinate transport code to use these data; and (3) the development and
coding of the MAP code to reconstruct the angular and energy dependence of the neutron
or photon flux as a function of position external to the nuclear system using the reactor surface
angular fluxes from the DOT code as input data.
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In addition, techniques in the MAP code for processing asymmetric quadrature
data at the surface and providing asymmetric quadrature angular flux at the surface of a
succeeding DOT problem of a medium separated from the reactor have been developed.
The ADOQ code is a technique for (1) combining asymmetric quadrature data
with symmetric quadrature data in one hemisphere of the unit Sn sphere, (2) adjusting the level
weights of the last asymmetric level to match the symmetric level, and (3) verifying the various
relationships these data must satisfy. ADOQ prints out and punches on cards the quadrature
coefficients (direction cosines and weights) in a format appropriate for direct input to the
DOT-IIW code.
The ADOQ computer code, as it is in production use on the UNIVAC-1108 at
MSFC, is documented in Reference 4, Volume 5.
The KAP-VI Code
KAP-VI is a point kernel code designed to calculate the radiation level at
detector points located within or outside a complex radiation source geometry. This geometry
can be described by a combination of quadratic surfaces with a maximum of six boundary sur-
faces per zone. The code evaluates the material thicknesses intercepted along the line-of-
sight from the source point to the detector point. These material thicknesses (or path lengths)
are then employed in attenuation functions to calculate the flux, dose rate, or heating rate
at the detector. The attenuation function for gamma rays employs exponential attenuation
with a buildup factor. Three optional neutron attenuation functions are included: (1) a
modified Albert-Welton function for calculating fast neutron dose rate using removal cross
sections; (2) a bivariant polynomial expression for computing neutron spectra using infinite
media moments data; and (3) a monovariant polynomial for computing neutron spectra using
infinite media moments data.
The KAP-VI code handles cylindrical, spherical, disc, line, or point sources.
Separate source distributions may be employed for neutrons and gamma rays with a variety of




assumed to be separable energy- and spatial-distributions. Internally calculated normalization
is included to provide a volumetric source in cylindrical and spherical coordinates. An option
is also provided to describe an azimuthal source density variation by specifying input data for
discrete point sources.
The KAP-VI code, as it is in production use on the UNIVAC-1 108 at MSFC,
is fully documented in Reference 4, Volume 6.
The SCAP Code
SCAP is a point kernel code employing energy-dependent single- or albedo-
scatter methods to calculate the radiation level at a detector point located within or outisde
a complex scattering geometry. This geometry can be described by a combination of quadratic
surfaces. The code evaluates the material thickness and scatter points in materials intercepted
along the lines-of-sight from an anisotropic energy-dependent, source point. The material
thicknesses (or path lengths) to each scatter point are used in an exponential attenuation
function to calculate the radiation level at each scatter point.
Threeoptions exist in the treatment of particle scattering to a detector point.
Photon scattering from the scatter point to the detector point can be treated as a Compton
scatter event using the differential form of the Klein-Nishina equation for the inelastic
scattering of a photon with a free electron, or as a simple, albedo-scatter event at the surface
of a geometric zone. Neutron scattering from the scatter point to the detector point can be
treated only as an albedo-scatter event at the surface of the geometric zone. The attenuation
function for the scattered particle (photon or neutron) on the scatter leg to the detector point
is an exponential attenuation function with a buildup factor for photons only.
The code handles a series of anisotropic energy-dependent point sources.
These anisotropic point sources are described with pointwise, energy-dependent distributions
as a function of polar angle on a meridian.
Point source distribution data can be supplied on punched cards from the
KAP-VI and MAP codes as anisotropic, energy-dependent source data for input to the
SCAP code.
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The SCAP code, as it is in production use on the UNIVAC-1108 computer
system at MSFC, is fully documented in Reference , Volume
The CHEAPER Code
As part of this contract, the CHEAPER code was added to the MSFC computer
code package. A user's manual describing the code is given in Appendix A to Volume 1 of
this report.
A typical radiation analysis of a nuclear subsystem may consist of two neutron,
and possibly three photon DOT-IIW problems. From these problems as many as 2.4 x 105
scalar fluxes are obtained as output data. Reducing this large volume of data to a readily
useable form is both time consuming and subject to error. The CHEAPER program was coded
to rapidly process these scalar fluxes.
The CHEAPER code performs several operations on DOT scalar flux tapes,
such as, linking two flux tapes, modifying the flux tapes so that they may be used as flux
guesses in problems of differing geometry, adding two tapes together, inverting the fluxes,
etc. CHEAPER also calculates flux-response data as transverses or at discrete data points.
The LHAP Code
As part of this contract, the LHAP code was added to the MSFC computer
code package. A user's manual describing the code is given in Appendix B to Volume 1
of this report.
The LHAP code is a modified version of the SCAP code to calculate by a
simple approximation the secondary gamma rays due to neutron capture in liquid hydrogen
or in a thin wall neutron capture medium. The code accepts as input data the neutron flux
levels at an arbitrary meridian ring as polar angle energy dependent data. These data can
easily be obtained from either the KAP-VI or MAP codes. The LHAP code calculates the
uncollided flux at an arbitrary capture point determined by the entry point into an absorbing
region. An energy dependent flux and dose rate, with and without buildup on the secondary
leg are computed as a function of source angle and capture zone.
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3.3 Resu Its of Analysis
This section describes some of the key results obtained from application of the tech-
niques described above to the analysis of the nuclear-propelled vehicle. Results are discussed
in three areas: (1) internal to the Nuclear Subsystem, (2) external to the NSS (meridian ring),
and (3) at the crew location.
3.3.1 Transport Analysis of the Nuclear Subsystem
A total of nine computer problems were run to analyze accurately the radia-
tion environment internal to and at the surface of the Nuclear Subsystem. The sequence of
this analysis was previously outlined in Figure 3-3 and described in Section 3-2.
The neutron environment as calculated by the discrete ordinates technique
internal to the Nuclear Subsystem is illustrated in Figures 3-5 through 3-12. The fast
(E > 1.0 Mev), intermediate (0.3 ev < E <_ 1.0 Mev), thermal (E < 0.3 ev), and total neutron
fluxes on the core midplane and near the core centerline are presented. The DOT-IIW and
ANISN-W calculated fluxes are compared. In the DOT-IIW problems, the 16 group, P0 ,
transport corrected cross sections (with upscatter removed) from the APPROPOS code were
employed. In the ANISN-W problems, the 52 group, P0 t transport corrected (with upscatter)
cross sections from the SATURN code were employed. The DOT-IIW problems employed an
S8 quadrature and the ANISN-W problems employed an S4 quadrature. Forty radial mesh
and essentially 87 axial mesh were employed in both problems. The DOT-IIW analysis was
run in two problems as described previously. In the reactor geometry portion of the DOT-IIW
problem 50 axial mesh were employed, and in the shield geometry problem, 47 axial mesh
were employed.
Figures 3-5 through 3-8 present the neutron flux transverses on the core
midplane as a function of radial distance from the center of the core to the outer surface of
the pressure vessel. The ratio of the DOT-IIW to the ANISN-W data is approximately a
factor of 1.5 for all groups and at most radial locations. This ratio is typical of the centerline
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to average ratios observed in the two-dimensional analysis. Hence, for this geometric situa-
tion the one and two dimensional values are in good agreement.
The shape of fast and intermediate neutron fluxes in the radial direction
display a typical fall-off as a function of radius. The thermal flux (Figure 3-7) displays the
typical shape for the NSS, i.e., a rapid increase near the edge of the core due to the thermali-
zation by the beryllium reflector.
Figures 3-9 through 3-12 present the neutron flux transverses near
the core centerline as a function of axial location. The data are obtained at the center
of the first mesh interval in the transport problems, i.e., 1.5 cm. Excellent agreement
between the one and two dimensional neutron fluxes is observed except for the case
of the thermal flux in the dome plenum. From Figure 3-11, it is noted that the DOT-IIW
thermal flux in the dome plenum (-210 cm) is roughly an order of magnitude lower than the
ANISN-W 52 group calculated flux. It should be pointed out that no transverse leakage
correction was used in the ANISN-W problems in the low density plena regions. In an
attempt to understand the cause for the large difference between the DOT-IIW and the
ANISN-W results in the dome plenum region, an ANISN-W problem was run in which the
same 16 group neutron cross sections employed in the DOT-IIW problem were also input to
an ANISN-W problem. As shown in Figure 3-11, the results are in much better agreement with
the DOT-IIW fluxes in the plenum region. It is postulated that the major difference in the
thermal flux calculation in the liquid hydrogen plenum region was not due to the change in
group structure, but was due to the inclusion of upscatter in the highly thermalizing liquid
hydrogen region in the 52 group AN ISN-W problem.
The shape of the fast and intermediate neutron fluxes shown in Figures 3-9
and 3-10 are typical of the NERVA Nuclear Subsystem. In the core region, between 5 and
130 cm, the flux displays a cosine distribution which is essentially the same as the fission





The shape of the thermal flux shown in Figure 3-11 is also typical. In the
core region, the thermal flux is higher at the core inlet (120 cm) than at the core exit (5 cm)
due to the reflection and thermalization in the core plena. The rapid increase due to thermal-
ization in the core support plate region is noted. The thermal flux falls off rapidly across
the BATH shield region and then again increases due to the thermalization in the liquid hydro-
gen in the dome plenum.
The comparisons between the one and two dimensional discrete ordinates
calculations described above provide the user with some insight into the differences that
can be excepted in the application of both techniques.
Figures 3-13 and 3-14 illustrate, respectively, the midplane radial and
centerline axial distribution of the total photon flux in the Nuclear Subsystem as calculated
by the DOT-IIW code. Thirteen group photon sources generated by the NAGS code were
employed as input to the DOT-IIW problem. An S8 quadrature was used. Thirty-four radial
and 58 axial mesh were employed in the DOT-IIW problem. The thirteen group photon
analysis employed P1 transport cross sections. Figure 3-14 shows the typical cosine shape
in the reactor core and the rapidly decreasing flux across the shield region.
Of major importance in the analysis of the Nuclear Subsystem is the devel-
opment of the photon source for use in the DOT-IIW and KAP-VI problems. The source by
region in the NSS as calculated by the NAGS code is presented in Table 3-4. The contribu-
tion of these sources to the dose rate external to the Nuclear Subsystem is discussed below in
Sections 3.3.2 and 3o3,3.
3.3.2 External Radiation Environment
Two techniques were demonstrated to calculate the radiation environment
on a meridian ring external to the Nuclear Subsystem. In the first technique, the angular
leakage fluxes at the surface of the NSS calculated by the DOT-IIW code were input via
tape to the MAP point kernel code. In the second technique, the NAGS calculated sources
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internal to the NSS were input via punched cards to the KAP-VI point kernel code. Both
the MAP and KAP-VI codes were run to compute the neutron flux and photon dose rates at
twenty-one "detector points" on a meridian ring located 30 feet from the center of the reac-
tor core. Results of both techniques are compared in Figures 3-15 and 3-16.
Specifically, Figure 3-15 compares the MAP and KAP-VI calculated fast
(E > 1.0 Mev) neutron flux as a function of polar angle on the meridian ring. These com-
parisons are typical of previous NERVA analysis utilizing both methods. (4 ) At the dome end
(shielded end), the KAP-VI flux is a factor of 2.5 higher than the MAP calculations. It is
believed that the "exact" answer is somewhere between the two extremes. However, at
polar angles near 200, the MAP calculated flux is as much as a factor of 5 greater than the
KAP-VI calculation. In this polar angle region, the MAP calculation is believed to be the
more correct solution since the KAP-VI technique of applying the infinite media carbon
moments data does not adequately account for the true scattering component in the reflector
regions. At polars angles between 60° and 1800, both techniques show reasonably good agree-
ment as expected.
Table 3-5 illustrates the contribution of the side leakage flux component
at several selected polar angles as calculated by the MAP program. It should be recalled
that two neutron DOT-IIW problems were run--one describing the reactor geometry and one
describing the shield geometry. Thus, two MAP problems must be run to obtain a complete
mapping of the meridian ring as shown in Table 3-5. At the polar angle of 150, the reactor
side leakage component accounts for 72% of the total fast neutron flux.
Figure 3-16 compares the MAP and KAP-VI calculated photon dose rate on
the meridian ring as a function of polar angle. Again, the KAP-VI data are higher than the
MAP calculation at the dome end (a = 0° ) by about a factor of two. Due to the use of the
infinite media buildup factor, the KAP-VI results are thought to be slightly conservative
and the "exact" answer is somewhere between the two calculations. The two techniques




Table 3-6 illustrates the contribution of various source regions in the NSS
to the photon dose rate on the meridian ring as calculated by the KAP-VI point kernel code.
The dose rate, as well as the percent of the total dose rate, at polar angles of 0° (dome end),
80° (side), and 180° (aft end) are presented. It is interesting to note that at a = 0 , the reac-
tor core contributes only 28.5% to the total dose rate, although from Table 3-4 it was noted
that the core represents 95% of the total photon source in the NSS. Also, at a = 0° , the
support plate region contributes about 32% of the total dose rate. The core sources are, of
course, shielded by the support plate, the shield and other hardware in the axial (forward)
direction. The photon sources in the support plate region have a "harder" spectrum than those
in the core and are shielded only by the internal shield in the axial direction. The secondary
sources in the BATH shield region contribute less than 10% to the total dose rate on the cen-
terline since a large fraction of the source in this region is due to the 0.5 Mev gamma ray
accompanying the (n,a) reaction in the boron in the BATH material.
At the side and aft end of the NSS, the reactor core contributes more than
80% of the total dose rate as expected.
3.3.3 Crew Dose Analysis
The following sources of radiation which contribute to the photon dose at
the crew compartment were considered to demonstrate the application of the MSFC computer
code package: the Nuclear Subsystem; the nozzle, skirt, and skirt extension; the aluminum
propellant discharge line; and, the liquid hydrogen in the propellant tanks. The calculational
procedure was shown in Figure 3-4 and was described in Section 3.2. It should be recalled
that two techniques were employed to evaluate the NSS source contribution: (1) the MAP
calculated energy fluxes on the meridian ring were input to the SCAP single scatter code,
and, (2) the KAP-VI calculated energy fluxes on the meridian ring were input to the SCAP
single scatter code. For comparison purposes, the KAP-VI code was also employed to cal-
culate the direct radiation component at the crew location.
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In this section the following nomenclature is used throughout: scattered
dose rate is defined as the radiation component that has undergone scattering in the propel-
lant tanks and crew compartment; direct dose rate is defined as the radiation component that
has undergone scattering only in the Nuclear Subsystem.
The SCAP code analysis was limited to the calculation of the dose rate on
the centerline of the crew compartment, since theoff-axis calculations require significantly
more computer time. The KAP-VI analysis, which is less costly, was however, performed off-
axis both in the crew compartment and at the top of the propellant tank.
In the SCAP and KAP-VI problems, the detector point representing the
"crew compartment" was located 246.54 centimeters above the top of the tank on the center-
line. The location can be visualized by referring to Figure 3-1. The details of the crew com-
partment geometry are presented in Sections 9.0 and 10.0 of Volume 2 of this report.
Figure 3-17 shows the photon dose rate on the centerline at the crew loca-
tion versustime priortoempty tank. To obtain the curve of dose rate versus time, four SCAP
problems were run as follows:
(1) The small "run tank" filled with -9500 pounds of LH2 , i.e., 104
seconds prior to empty tank condition,
(2) The small run tank filled with LH2 plus LH2 in the propulsion module
to -1500 cm (see Figure 10-1, Section 10.0, Volume 2), i.e., 135
seconds prior to empty tank.
(3) The small run tank filled with LH2 plus LH2 in the propulsion module
to -1717 cm, i.e., 262 seconds prior to empty tank,
(4) The small run tank filled with LH2 , plus LH2 in the propulsion module
to -2542.54 cm, i.e., 1072 seconds prior to empty tank.
Figure 3-17 includes the scattered and direct radiation components from




dose rate from the NSS source is also plotted. This NSS total is essentially the grand total
since the other radiation components did not contribute appreciably to the dose rate at the
crew location.
Figure 3-18 compares the photon dose rate on the centerline at the crew
location due to the NSS sources as calculated by the two techniques, i.e., the MAP meridian
ring data input to the SCAP code and the KAP-VI meridian ring data input to the SCAP
code. The MAP-SCAP results are roughly a factor of 2.5 lower than the KAP-SCAP data.
These results are as expected if one refers back to Figure 3-16 which compares the two sets
of meridian ring data. Near the centerline, the MAP calculation is about a factor of two
lower than the KAP-VI results.
The photon dose rate data presented in Figures 3-17 and 3-18 were integ-
rated as a function of time in order to obtain the total crew dose. The results are presented
in Table 3-7. These data apply to a total burn time of about 46 minutes with approximately
9500 pounds of residual propellant remaining in the small run tank. Both the MAP-SCAP
and the KAP-VI-SCAP data are presented in Table 3-7. These results show that the total
dose is due mainly to the NSS sources. The direct and scattered NSS components are
roughly equa I.
It should be noted that the data in Figures 3-16 and 3-17 were extrapolated as
a function of time so thatan integration fora total of 46minutesof burn time could be obtained.
Table 3-8 illustrates how the crew dose due to the NSS sources is accum-
ulated as a function of burn time. This table presents the NSS direct, scattered, and total
dose as a function of time prior to empty tank conditions in increments of 100 seconds up to
1000 seconds and then from 1000 to 2880 seconds. These data show that 43 percent of the
total dose due to the NSS source is received at the crew location in the last 200 seconds
of burn time, i.e., between 100 and 300 seconds prior to the tank empty condition.
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Included in the SCAP code printed output data is the contribution of the
scattered radiation by zone. These data can aid the user to determine if the results are
reasonable, and possibly may assist in determining where shielding might be required. A
portion of the SCAP output data is summarized in Table 3-9. Table 3-9 shows the contribu-
tion by scatter zone to the scattered dose rate at the crew location and the percent contri-
bution to the scattered dose rate. The direct and direct plus scattered dose rate is also given
in this table. Data are presented for two SCAP problems: (1) 104 seconds prior to an empty
tank condition, i.e., with only the run tank filled with LH2 , and, (2) 1072 seconds prior to
an empty tank condition. For the 104 second case, nearly half of the scattered radiation is
due to scattering from the LH2 (zones 8, 9 and 10 as shown in Figures 10-1 and 10-2 of
Section 10.0, Volume 2) in the small run tank, and the remainder (-40%) is due to scattering
in the zone representing the retro rocket in the command module. However, for the 1072
second case, only 23% of the scattered radiation is due to scattering in the LH2 zones in the
run tank since this "source" is now attenuated by the LH2 in the large propellant module.
For this same case, nearly 60% of the scattered radiation is due to the LH2 in the large
propellant tank as expected. For the 104 second case, scattered and direct contributions are
roughly equal. For the 1072 second case, the scattered dose rate is about twice as important
as the direct component since more of the direct radiation is now being attenuated by the
LH2 in the large propellant tank.
The SCAP code also prints out the photon energy flux at the detector loca-
tion due to the scattered radiation. Typical data are shown in Figure 3-19 for the condition
of 104 seconds prior to empty tank. Data for the NSS sources are shown both with
and without buildup on the scattered leg. The predominance of the high energy flux can be
noted.
The SCAP code also calculates the radiation heat deposition in the propel-
lant tank. The results of this calculation due to the NSS sources are: 4.4 kilowatts based





As part of this study, the use of the KAP-VI code to compute the direct photon
dose rate at the crew location was also demonstrated (see Section 9.0, Volume 2)o Four detec-
tor points were run in the KAP-VI problem for the case with the small run tank filled with
-9500 pounds of LH2: (1) on the centerline at the top of the propulsion tank, (2) at a radius
of 300 cm at the top of the propellant tank, (3) on the centerline at the crew location, and
(4) at a radius of 148 cm in the crew compartment. Table 3-10 summarizes the KAP-VI
results at each of the four detector points. Presented in Table 3-10 is the contribution of each
source region to the total direct dose rate, as well as the percent of the total.
The data in Table 3-10showthat regardless of the detector point location the
reactor core contributes roughly 15% of the total dose rate, the support plate contributes about
40%, and the reflector regions contribute about 15%.
No significant change in dose rate is observed between the tank top center-
line and the tank top outer radius as expected. However, there is about a factor of 2 increase
in dose rate between the centerline location in the crew compartment and at the 148 cm radius
of the crew compartment. This occurs because the latter detector point is no longer "shielded"
by the material in the retro rocket region. Thus, it is difficult to assess an overall attenuation
factor for this particular crew compartment geometry.
The KAP-VI calculated dose rate at the crew location on the centerline of
6.9 x 10o2 (Table 3-1( can be compared to the SCAP calculation (Table 3-9)of 5.5 x 10o2. This
is goud agreement considering the difference in the geometries, i.e., SCAP utilized an aniso-
tropic equivalent point source as input, whereas, the KAP-VI code used volume distributed
sources throughout the NSS geometry.
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FIGLIRE 3-1
SCHEMATIC MODEL Of THE NLICLEAR PROPELLED VEHICLE GEOMETRY
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FIGURE 3-3. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING THE RADIATION ENVIRONMENT INTERNALTO
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FIGURE 3-6. INTERMEDIATE (0.3 EV< E < 1.0 MEV) NEUTRON FLUX
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FIGURE 3-8. TOTAL NEUTRON FLUX TRAVERSE ON THE MIDPLANE





























FIGURE 3-9. FAST (E > 1.0 MEV) NEUTRON FLUX TRAVERSE NEAR
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FIGURE 3-10. INTERMEDIATE (0.3EV<E < 1.0 MEV) NEUTRON FLUX
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FIGURE 3-12. TOTAL NEUTRON FLUX TRAVERSE NEAR THE CENTER-
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FIGURE 3-14. PHOTON FLUX TRAVERSE NEAR THE CENTERLINE OF
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FIGURE 3-17. PHOTON DOSE RATE ON THE CENTER LINE AT THE
CREW COMPARTMENT VERSUS TIME PRIOR TO
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FIGURE 3-18. COMPARISON BETWEEN MAP-SCAP AND KAP-VI-
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FIGURE 3-19. PHOTON ENERGY FLUX OF SINGLE SCATTERED
RADIATION AT THE CREW LOCATION
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SUMMARY OF MASTER LIBRARIES
MS FC Master
Library Number Description
1 Microscopic, 52 Group, Transport Corrected
Neutron Cross Section Sets for Use in the
ANISN-W, DOT-IIW, and APPROPOS Codes
2 Microscopic, 52 Group, P., Neutron Cross
Section Sets for Use in the ANISN-W,
DOT-IIW, and APPROPOS Codes
3 Microscopic, 52 Group, Reaction Rate Cross
Section Sets for Use in the APPROPOS Code
4 Microscopic, 13 Group, P,, Gamma Ray
Cross Section Sets for Use in the ANISN-W,
DOT-IIW, and APPROPOS Codes
5 Pair-Production and Photo-Electric Gamma
Ray Cross Sections for Use in the KAP-VI,
SCAP, MAP, and GAMLEG-W Codes
6* Gamma Ray Proudction Data Due to Thermal
Neutron Capture and Inelastic Scatter,





PHOTON SOURCES IN THE NUC LEAR SUBSYSTEM
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*Numbers in parentheses are results of MAP-SCAP analysis. Other NSS
data are results of KAP-SCAP analysis.
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TABLE 3-8
CENTERLINE CREW DOSE (REM) VERSUS TIME PRIOR TO EMPTY TANK
CONDITION - NSS SOURCES ONLY*
(Total Bum Time: -46 Minutes)


























































SCAP CALCULATED SCATTERED RADIATION BY ZONE TO THE CREW LOCATION
ON AXIS - NSS SOURCES ONLY
*For the 104 second case, these regions contain
in parentheses refer to powers of ten.
GH2 . For the 1072 second case these regions contain LH2. Numbers
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104 Seconds Prior to Empty 1072 Seconds Prior to Empty
SCAP Zone Scattered Dose %of Total Scattered Dose %of Total
Number Zone Description Rate (R/hr) Scatter Rate (R/hr) Scatter
5 Wall of Run Tank 7.16(-1) 0.1 2.57(-2) <.1
7 Wall of Run Tank 9.49(-1) 0.2 4.12(-2) <.1
8 LH2 - Run Tank 8.49(1) 17.6 3.23(0) 8.2
9 LH2 - Run Tank 1.20(2) 24.8 5°02(0) 12.7
10 LH2 - Run Tank 1.87(1) 3.9 8.74(-1) 2.2
11 GH2 - Run Tank 3.82(-1) <.1 1.99(-2) <.1
13 Wall of Large Tank 2.01(0) 0.4 9.26(-2) <.1
16 GH 2 /LH 2* 4.44(- 1) <. 1 1.79(0) 4.5
17 GH2 /LH2 * 1.23(0) 0.3 4.43(0) 11.2
18 GH2 /LH2 * 1.69(0) 0.3 5.68(0) 14.4
19 GH2 /LH2 * 3.53(0) 0.7 1.04(1) 26.3
20 GH2 7.46(0) 1.5 2.36(-1} 0.6
21 GH2 3.49(0) 0.7 1.04(-1) 0.3
22 GH2 4.18(0) 0.9 1.24(-1) 0.3
23 Wall of Large Tank 5.43(0) 0.6 3.34(-1) 0.8
24 Wall of Large Tank 3.35(0) 0.7 9.66(-2) <.1
26 Wall of Large Tank 5.87(0) 1.2 6.39(-1) 1.6
30 Instrumentation 6.67(0) 1.4 1.94(-1) 0.5
32 Instrumentation 7.38(0) 1.5 2.14(- 1) 0.5
35 Retro Rocket 1.92(2) 39,8 5.62(0) 14.2
37 Instrumentation 3.29(-1) <.1 8.02(-3) <.1
38 Epoxy 9.52(0) 1,9 2.59(- 1) 0.2
39 Capsule Wall 1.46(0) 0.3 3.93(-2) <.1
41 Air 1.24(-2) <.1 3.10(-4) <.1
42 Air 2.52(-3) <.1 6.19(-5) <.1
43 Capsule Wall 8.70(-2) <.1 2.08(-3) <.1
Total 4.83(2) 100.0 3.95(1) 100.0
Scattered
Direct 5.48(2) - 1.88(1) -
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Astronuclear( Laboratory
400 Description of the Seminar/Workshop (Task B)
In Task B of the contract effort, the preparation of Seminar/Workshop material on the
use of the MSFC computer code package and the presentation of this material at MSFC was
completed. The purpose of the Seminar/Workshop was to demonstrate the implementation of
the MSFC computer code package in the analysis of the radiation environment of a nuclear
propelled vehicle. The analysis of the radiation environment of a typical nuclear propelled
stage was performed in Task A of this contract and the techniques used and results obtained
are described in Section 3°0. The Seminar/Workshop material is based on this analysis and
consists of written material describing the input data preparation of each computer code prob-
lem in the analysis along with the punched card input deck listings. Printed output from the
various problems were not included in the Seminar/Workshop material but were available in
multiple copies during the Seminar/Workshop at MSFC.
The Seminar/Workshop conducted at MSFC consisted of a description of:
(1) The computer codes included the MSFC computer code package,
(2) The linkage by magnetic tape and/or punched cards of the various computer
codes,
(3) The contents and use of the Master Libraries of the MSFC computer code
package,
(4) The numerical solution employed in each code,
(5) The computer code logic used in each computer code,
(6) The input data preparation for each code and its relationship to the analytical
model of the nuclear propelled stage,
(7) The input and output magnetic tape operations necessary in the use of each
computer code,
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(8) The output data and the format of output data tapes, and
(9) The intercomparison and interpretation of computer code resu Its.
The majority of this descriptive material is contained in the Seminar/Workshop notes
(Volume 2 of WANL-PR(LL)-040) and the remainder was presented verbally by WANL




5.0 Techniques to Improve the Automated Coupling and Utilization of the MSFC
Computer Code Package (Task C)
In Task C of this contract an investigation of techniques to improve the use of the
MSFC computer code package on the MSFC UNIVAC-1108 was conducted. This effort was
primarily directed toward: (1) providing additional computer codes, (2) altering the use of
magnetic tapes in existing computer codes, and (3) altering punched card output of codes.
The various tasks completed are described in the following sections.
5.1 Modification of the APPROPOS Code
A series of modifications were made to the APPROPOS code in order to reduce the
number of magnetic tapes required for an APPROPOS job. These modifications were made
to improve the computer job turnaround time on the MSFC UNIVAC-1108 computer system.
The original APPROPOS code supplied to MSFC required the following tapes for a job:
(1) The APPROPOS code (optional, but desirable),
(2) Master Library 1 or 2,
(3) Master Library 3 and 6,
(4) Master Library 4,
(5) One or two tapes containing flux data for cross section weighting, and
(6) An output tape.
This results in a total of seven tapes required for certain APPROPOS jobs. In order
to reduce the number of tapes required, two changes were made. The APPROPOS code logic
for using Master Libraries 3, 6 and 4 was changed from requiring two magnetic tapes to a
single input tape. This tape contains the Master Library data in the order of Master Library
3, Master Library 4, and Master Library 6, and this tape is mounted on tape unit 10. This
combined library tape was generated by copying Master Library 3, Master Library 6, and
Master Library 4 to a single tape using the UNIVAC-1108 utility routines. The second
modification to APPROPOS was the use of ANISN-W output tapes. In certain APPROPOS
jobs, AN ISN-W tapes from radial and axial geometries problems were required input on
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tape units 17, and 18. The code logic was changed to require these two sets of data on a
single tape mounted on tape unit 17. This APPROPOS change requires that the user run the
two ANISN-W problems in the same job (ANISN-W will place the two sets of data on a
single tape) or the user must copy the two sets of ANISN-W data onto a single tape. This
tape copying of ANISN-W data is a simple procedure using the UNIVAC-1108 utility routines
since the ANISN-W tapes always contain 4*1GM + 11 Ilogical records. In the use of Master
Libraries 1 or 2 in ANISN-W this results in 219 logical records (4*52 + 11) on the ANISN-W
flux output tapes.
The two modifications to APPROPOS described above result in a total of 5 magnetic
tapes for certain jobs with the number cut to 2 or 3 tapes if card input or output is used. The
APPROPOS code will use only 2 input tapes if the APPROPOS FORTRAN source cards, and
flux spectra punched cards are input, and the cross section output is on punched cards. Mod-
ification to ANISN-W described below provide flux spectra punched cards for use in
APPROPOS.
5.2 Modification to the AN ISN-W Code
The ANISN-W code supplied to MSFC in the previous contract had the capability
to produce punched card output at option. This data consisted of the right and left leakage
(neutrons/second) from each zone, the volume integral of flux (neutrons-centimeter/second)
in each zone, the flux distribution, and the fission neutron distribution. This data was
obtained for each group in the order described in Section 2.5.3 of the ANISN-W user's
manual (Volume 4 of WANL-PR(LL)-034). This punched cord output from ANISN-W was
not directly useable in APPROPOS and therefore the ANISN-W code logic was changed to
provide a direct punched card linkage of ANISN-W and APPROPOS and further reduce the
number of magnetic tapes required by APPROPOS if desired by the APPROPOS user.
The modifications to ANISN-W provides the following punched cdrd output:




(2) Optional if ID2 = 2 or 3,
(a) 3U card,
(b) Scalar fluxes by interval and group with each group starting on a new
card,
(3) Optional if ID2 = 2 or 3, three blank cards,
(4) Two blank cards,
(5) Zone average flux (neutrons/cm 2 -second) by group and zone with each set of
zone data starting on a new card (This is APPROPOS input data),
(6) Two blank cards,
(7) Optional if ID2 = 2 or 3,
(a) 2U card,
(b) Source neutron density (neutrons/cm 2 -second) by interval.
As noted above the zone average fluxes are punched output from every ANISN-W
problem and the APPROPOS code will accept these cards as input for the cross section
weighting spectra.
5.3 The CHEAPER Code
In this contract, the addition of the CHEAPER code to the MSFC computer code pock-
age was completed. This code processes DOT-IIW scalar flux data to provide magnetic tapes
for use as input to other codes or provides flux-response data. A user' s manual for the
CHEAPER code is in the Appendix of Volume 1 of this report and one use of the CHEAPER
code is described in the Seminar/Workshop notes of Volume 2.
The CHEAPER code performs several useful operations using as input data one or
more DOT-IIW scalar flux output tapes. The CHEAPER operations are:
(1) The addition by mesh cell of the multigroup scalar flux output of DOT-IIW
to produce a single output tape,
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(2) The linking of two DOT-IIW scalar flux output tapes to provide a single
output tape,
(3) The modifying of a DOT-IIW scalar flux tape by extrapolation or interpolation
of input data to provide an output tape,
(4) The inversion by mesh row of an input DOT-IIW scalar flux tape to provide
an output tape,
(5) The calculation of multigroup flux traverses at input specified axial or radial
coordinates,
(6) The calculation of multigroup flux-response data at specified axial or radial
coordinates,
(7) The calculation of multigroup scalar flux and flux-response at specified r, z
coordinate points, and
(8) The modifying of a DOT-IIW scalar flux tape by mesh row or mesh column
deletions to produce a revised output tape.
In addition to the above CHEAPER capabilities the code contains the option to plot
the scalar flux or flux-response traverses as a function of the radial or axial coordinate.
The CHEAPER code operations described in the proceeding sections are limited to
the multigroup scalar flux output of the DOT-IIW code. The principal use of CHEAPER is
in the manipulation of one or more DOT-IIW output tapes to provide results on a complete
system and these capabilities are necessary when a limited core memory storage in DOT-IIW
requires a coupled analysis.
5.4 The LHAP Code
The addition of the LHAP code to the MSFC code package was performed in this




gamma sources in propellant tanks on the nuclear stage radiation environment. The LHAP
code employs an anisotropic point source representation of the nuclear subsystem neutron
leakage to calculate the liquid hydrogen capture gamma source in the propellant tanks.
These sources are then used in a point kernel technique to calculate the dose rate at a
detector point in the complex geometry describing the nuclear stage. The capture gamma
source calculation is a simple approximation which assumesa fraction of the neutron flux to be
absorbed at the point of incidence to an absorbing zone.
The LHAP code is similar to the SCAP code described in Volume 6 of WAN L-PR(LL)-
034 and uses the same geometry capability. The LHAP code user's manual is in the Appendix
of Volume 1 of this report. The use of the LHAP code in the analysis of a nuclear stage is




6.0 Updating of MSFC Master Libraries (Task D)
Task D of the contract effort involved the review and update of the MSFC Master
Libraries. In the previous contract effort, NAS-8-24919, WANL had supplied six Master
Libraries on magnetic tape or punched cards. These Master Libraries were for use in the
various computer codes and contained the information detailed in Table 6-1.
The review of the contents of these libraries involved the use of the data in Task A
analysis as well as comparisons of these data to more recent compilations. The review and
update of the Master Libraries was limited to Master Libraries 1, 2, 3 and 6. Master Libraries
4 and 5 were not changed since the data contained in Master Library 5 is of recent origin
and Master Library 4 is derived from Master Library 5. The updates of Master Libraries 1, 2,
3, and 6 are described in the following sections.
6.1 Update of Neutron Cross Section Data (Master Libraries 1, 2 and 3)
The library data contained on Master Libraries 1, 2 and 3 are derived from the same
data source (for details see Volume 2 of WANL-PR(LL)-034) and must be updated or added to
consistently. The revisions to these library data consisted of the addition of a limited number
of hydrogen neutron crass section data and the update of all existing cross section data to
an expanded format.
The neutron cross sections provided in the MSFC computer code package are weighted
over four representative spectra. These spectra are relative neutron flux spectra in four
zones of a NERVA reactor model and are the reactor core center, reactor core edge, beryl-
lium reflector, and BATH shield spectra. These spectra are plotted in Figures 6-1 and 6-2.
The data in Figure 6-1 is the flux spectra in the four zones plotted versus lethargy and the
data in Figure 6-2 is the differential flux spectra in the same four zones. These are 52 group
data obtained from radial and axial ANISN-W problems.
The revisions and updates of the Master Libraries 1, 2 and 3 data are:
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(1) The addition of hydrogen cross section data based on different thermal neutron
scattering law data. The new hydrogen data is based on hydrogen gas kernel
scattering data at 150 and 275 degrees Kelvin. This results in 8 new cross
section sets in Master Library 1, 32 new cross section sets in Master Library 2,
and 8 new cross section sets in Master Library 3. The updated listing of the
contents of Master Library 1 is in Table 6-2 and an updated listing of the
contents of Master Library 2 is in Table 6-3. These listings in Table 6-2
and 6-3 are updates of Tables 3-6 and 3-7 of Volume 2, WAN L-PR(LL)-034.
Master Library 3 contains the same data as Master Library 1 with the exception
of set number 3839.
(2) The update of all other cross section data toa full scattering matrix. In the
original MSFC Master Library the downscatter was limited to 20 groups (i.e.,
neutron scattering from groups g to group g' where g' is less than or equal to
g + 20). Upscatter was Iimited to 10 groups (i.e., neutron scattering from
group g to group g' where g' is greater than or equal to g - 10). This resulted
in a total of 34 types of cross sections in each of 52 groups. This limited
scattering matrix was expanded to 51 downscatter and 19 upscatter to accom-
modate hydrogen scattering. The 51 downscatter provides a scatter-transfer
from any group to any other group and the 19 upscatter provides scatter
transfer from any group with an energy less than 1.86 eV to any other group
with energy of less than 1.86 eV. There are 20arrays in the 52 group energy
structure with energies less than 1.86 eV. This expansion of the scattering
matrix resulted in the update of all existing hydrogen cross section data in the
MSFC Master Libraries and the expansion of all other data to the full scatter-
ing matrix. These updates result in cross section sets with 74 types of cross
sections in each group of 52 groups.
The revisions and updates of Master Libraries 1, 2, and 3 were made after initial
calculations in Task A of this contract. These calculations were performed with low (20.4
degrees Kelvin) temperature and high (2500 degrees Kelvin) temperature cross section data
in the appropriate zones of the NSS geometry model. These 52 group data were used in




in APPROPOS to weight the 52 group data down to 16 group data with upscatter cross sec-
tions removed by conserving scatter-transfer rates. These upscatter-removed cross sections
were required in DOT-IIW calculations to limit the use of computer time (a DOT-IIW prob-
lem with upscatter requires multiple outer iterations to converge the upscatter source).
When the analysis was run with the low and high temperature data the conservation
of scatter-transfer rates in upscatter removal resulted in negative downscatter cross sections
in certain zone cross section sets. These negative values caused negative flux solutions in
the DOT-IIW neutron problems. These problems resulted in the update of the MSFC library
to include the new hydrogen data and a full scattering matrix. A rerun of the DOT-IIW
neutron problems was made with the 275 degree Kelvin hydrogen cross section data with all
positive flux solutions.
6.2 Update of Photon Production Library (Master Library 6)
The update of the photon production data for neutron radiative capture and neutron
inelastic scatter was based on recent reviews of data conducted in the NERVA program at
WANL. These reviews involved the original MSFC library data supplied in the previous
contract, NAS-8-24919, (see Section 6.0 of Volume 2, WANL-PR(LL)-034 and more recent
computations. This review resulted in the selection of a new set of photon production data
for neutron capture and a revised set of photon production data for neutron inelastic scatter.
These data were used to update Master Library 6 of the MSFC computer code package.
6.2.1 Neutron Capture Photon Production Data
The spectrum of gamma ray energy due to neutron capture is listed for 41
elements or isotopes in Table 6-4. For certain elements, as noted in the Table 6-4, the photon
production spectrum is due to (n, p, y), (n, a, y), or (n, t, y) reactions. The basic data source
for each set of data is listed in Table 6-5. The data in Table 6-4 is the photon energy produc-
tion due to neutron capture. A 13 group photon energy structure is used in compiling the
data. These data are spectrum due to thermal neutron capture and are used in the MSFC
6-3
computer code package to compute the photon source spectrum due to capture of all energies
of neutrons. Recent compilations of selected epithermal neutron capture data have been
made available but this data is not included in this compilation.
6.2.2 Neutron Inelastic Scatter Photon Production Data
The spectrum of gamma ray energy due to the (n, n', y) reaction for 18 ele-
ments or isotopes is listed in Table 6-6. The basic data source for each element or isotope is
noted in the title of each set and the APPROPOS reference is to the original MSFC data
library as supplied in contract NAS-8-24919 and documented in Section 6.0 of Volume 2,
WANL-PR(LL)-034. These photon production spectra or cross sections were primarily obtained
from the POPOP-4 computer code in a group structure compatible with the 52 neutron groups
of the MSFC libraries. These data were then spectral weighted to 6 group data compatible
with the 16 groups used in the MSFC computer code package. The neutron and photon group
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SUMMARY OF MASTER LIBRARIES
Master Library
Library No. Description
1 Microscopic, 52 Group, Transport Corrected, Neutron Cross
Section Sets for Use in the APPROPOS, ANISN-W, DOT-IIW
Codes
2 Microscopic, 52 Group, PI (I < 3), Neutron Cross Section Sets
for Use in the APPROPOS, ANISN-W, and DOT-IIW Codes
3 Microscopic, 52 Group, Neutron Reaction Rate Cross Section
Sets for Use in the APPROPOS Code
4 Microscopic, 13 Group, PI (I < 9), Gamma Ray Cross Section
Sets for Use in the APPROPOS, ANISN-W, and DOT-IIWCodes
5 Pair-Production and Photo-Electric, Pointwise, Photon Cross
Sections for Use in the GAMLEG-W, KAP-VI, SCAP, MAP,
and LHAP Codes
6 Photon Production Data Due to Neutron Radiative Capture and
Inelastic Scatter, Selected Element or Isotope Nuclear Parameters,
and Other Related Data
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BASIC DATA SOURCE FOR THERMAL NEUTRON CAPTURE

























































































1 - WAN L-TME-2713, "Some New Thermal Neutron Capture
Gamma Yields for the WANL POINT Library", S. A. Fody,
July 1970.
2 - Revised data from WANL-TME-2713 normalized to Binding
Energy from Nuclear Data Sheets.
3 - Nuclear Data Sheets - A3, 1967, Part I and Nuclear Data
Sheets - A5, 1969, Parts II and III, "Compendium of Thermal
Neutron Capture Gamma Ray Measurements", G. A. Bartholemew,
et. al.
4 - WANL Internal Communication, "POINT Library", R. N.
Nassano and R. G. Soltesz, September 1969.
5 - POPOP-4 Library Data, April 1969.
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A.1 COMPUTER CODE SYNOPSIS
1. Name: CHEAPER
2. Computer: The code is operational on the MSFC UNIVAC-1108 computer
system and uses the MSFC SC 4020 plotting package.
3. Nature of Physical Problem Solved: CHEAPER performs several useful opera-
tions on DOT scalar flux tapes, such as linking two flux tapes, modifying the
flux tapes so that they may be used as flux guesses in problems of differing
geometry, adding two tapes together, etc. CHEAPER also calculates flux-
response data as traverses internal to the geometry and plots these data on a
SC 4020 plotter. Scalar flux and response data may also be calculated at
discrete R, Z or R, g points.
4. Restrictions on the Complexity of the Problem: The CHEAPER code uses com-
plete flexible dimensioning to facilitate dynamic core storage allocation at
job execution time. Because of the use of a flexible dimensioning technique
for each array, no size restriction is imposed for a given array. The only
restriction is that the size of the sum of all data array storage must be less
than 3100010 for a field length of 5700010. The required storage size for a
given problem may be exactly computed as indicated in the documentation.
5. Typical Running Time: Most CHEAPER problems will run in less than 60 sec-
onds of Central Processor Unit (CPU) time.
6. Unusual Features of the Code: The code employs variable dimensioning as
described in Item 4 above.
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7. Related or Auxiliary Codes: The current version of the CHEAPER code is used
primarily for reducing output from or preparing input for the DOT-IIW( 1 )
Discrete Ordinates Transport Code.
8. Status: The code is operational I on the MSFC UNIVAC- 1 108 computer system.
9. References:
1. WANL-PR(LL)-034, "Nuclear Rocket Shielding Methods, Modification,
Updating, and Input Data Preparation, Two Dimensional Discrete Ordin-
ates Transport Technique", Volume 4, August 1970.
2. WANL-TME-1982, "User's Manual for the DOT-IIW Discrete Ordinates
Transport Computer Code", R. G. Soltesz, R. K. Disney, and G. Collier,
December 1969.
3. Internal WANL Memorandum, "User's Instructions for the AICRTW and
AICRT 4 (Revised) General Purpose Plotting Subroutines", R. K. Disney,
and G. A. Long, December 23, 1970.
10. Machine Requirements: The source program requires 2 6 0 0 0 10 core memory
locations with additional core storage required for data. The current version
requires an input disc, an output disc, a punch disc, a plot tape, two input
data tapes and one output data tape.
1 1. Programming Language Used: The code is written in standard FORTRAN-IV
with the exception of the plotting routines.
12. Operating System Under Which Program is Executed: The CHEAPER code is
operational in the MSFC UNIVAC-1108 computer system.
13. Other Programming or Operating Information or Restrictions: CHEAPER uses




14. Name and Establishment of Authors:
A. H. Fero and R. K. Disney
Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory
Post Office Box 10864
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15236
A.2 INPUT DATA INSTRUCTIONS
A.2.1 Input Format
All input data for the CHEAPER code are entered in a fixed, FORTRAN
format for each card. Integer data are entered in 12 fields per card where each field con-
tains 6 columns. Integer data must be entered as right adjusted within each field. Floating
point data are entered in 6 fields per card where each field contains 12 columns, and may
be written with or without an exponent and with or without a decimal point.
A.2.2 Input Data Instructions
This section is to be used as a guide in preparing problem input data
(Table A-1) for the CHEAPER code. Other sections present a more detailed description
of the data presented here.
A.3 DETAILED INPUT DATA INSTRUCTIONS
A.3.1 Problem Size Determination
To determine the number of data locations required for a given problem
(and therefore, the value required for the parameter, ISIZE on card 1 each of the expres-
sions should be evaluated and summed.
x(1) = 3 * (IM + JM) +4 * (INU + JNU) +5 + MAX (IM, JM)
x(2) = (IM * JM) + 2 * ((MAX (IM, INU) * MAX (JM, JNU))
x(3) = (IGM * MAX (IM, JM) * (NZ + NR)) + NZ + NR
x(4) = NACT * MAX (IM, JM) * MAX (NZ, NR)
x(5) = NACT * (IGM + 12)
x(6) = NP* (IGM+NACT+2)
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6ISIZE = X (I)
1=1
A.3.2 Discussion of Calculation Options
DOT Scalar Flux Tape Linkage (IND = 0)
Two DOT scalar flux tapes having the same number of energy groups and
having the same radial mesh may be combined in the axial direction to form one tape. For
example, the following values input on card 6 would produce a flux tape with 50 radial
mesh and 92 axial I mesh.
JMR = 53 LPTR2 = 40
JMS = 52 LPTS1 = 1
LPTR1 = 1 LPTS2 = 52
The flux tape generated would contain the first 40 of 53 total axial mesh from tape 10 and
all 52 axial mesh from tape 11. As the above example indicates any portion of the two
tapes may be used to produce the final tape.
In addition the values input for IM, INU, JM, JNU, R, and Z must
describe the final linked tape. In the above example, IM = INU = 50, JM = JNU = 92.
The input values R and Z describe the mesh fortheoutput tape.
Generate A DOT Flux Guess (IND = 1)
A good flux guess is an essential requirement for an eigenvalue solution
to minimize computer time. The best flux guess is from a similar DOT calculation where
the number of mesh and energy groups are the same. Even if minor perturbations in material
composition or mesh spacing occur, these data constitute a very good flux guess.
If, however, the new DOT geometry differs in the number of mesh, two





For the first option (IND = 1, SCHEME = 1), the user specifies the mesh
line coordinates of the original or input flux solution as well as the mesh line coordinates
defining the desired output mesh. CHEAPER then linearly interpolates or logarithmically
extrapolates the input flux as necessary to obtain the flux for the desired output mesh.
The second option (IND = 1, SCHEME = 2) allows the user to specify the
type of modification to be used for each mesh cell in the radial and axial directions. This
is accomplished with the arrays IC and JC which are input in addition to the mesh coordin-
ate data.
DOT Scalar Flux Tape Inversion (IND = 2)
When running a fixed boundary source, coupled geometry DOT calculation,
one geometry may be inverted in the Z direction with respect to the other geometry.
To facilitate further flux processing, this CHEAPER option is often employed
to generate flux tapes with the same axial orientation. Specifically, CHEAPER reads a DOT
scalar flux tape and writes a tape with the row order inverted (i.e., row 1 becomes row JM,
row 2 recomes row (JM-1), etc.). This option also punches an inverted Z vector on cards.
DOT Scalar Flux Tape Addition and Inversion (IND = 3)
This option is similar to option 2 except that it reads two DOT scalar flux
tapes from identical geometries, adds the fluxes together, and then inverts the result as
described above. This option also punches an inverted Z vector.
Traverse Flux Calculation (IND = 4)
Scalar fluxes for each energy group in the problem may be calculated as
traverses at any radius or axial location internal to, or on the surfaces of, the DOT geometry.
Axial traverse data are calculated for each axial mesh cell at a specified radius. Radial
traverse data are calculated for each radial mesh cell at a specified Z. Traverses internal
to the DOT geometry are calculated by linear interpolation of the scalar flux, with logarith-
mic extrapolation being used to obtain those traverses which are beyond the last mesh mid-
point in the geometry. The traverse flux data are printed by setting NPRIN1 = 1.
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Traverse Flux Calculation with Response Functions (IND = 5)
Groupwise traverse flux data are calculated as described above. These
fluxes are multiplied by input response functions and then summed over the energy groups.
The resultant traverse responses may be plotted by setting IPLOT = 1 and inputing the
necessary title cards. As in the case above the traverse flux data are printed by setting
NPRIN1 = 1.
Discrete Point Flux - Response Calculation (IND = 6)
Pointwise scalar flux data may be calculated at any artibrary set of R, Z
coordinates within, or on the surfaces of, the DOT geometry. These fluxes are multiplied
by the input response functions and then summed over the energy groups.
The R, Z point coordinates may be input in two ways. First, the coordinate
sets may be in metric units, relative to the DOT geometry origin (0, 0), with the following
quantities also input; ICON = 0, and ZREF = 0.0. The alternative method of point coordin-
ate input is in English units with the Z coordinate in terms of reactor station in inches.
These point coordinate data will be converted to metric units as follows:
PR = 2.54 * PR
m e
PZ = 2.54 * (ZREF - PZe)
me
where the subscripts m and e refer to metric and English units respectively.
ZREF = The distance, in inches, from reactor station zero
to the DOT geometry origin.
If the point coordinate input is in English units, set ICON = 1.
The groupwise scalar flux at a discrete (R, Z) point is calculated in the
following manner. For points internal to the flux geometry the flux will be calculated by




C3 (R1 , Z2 ) C4 (R2 , Z2 )
* 0
Desired Data Point (R, Z)
* S
C1 (R1 , Z1 ) C2 (R2 , Z1 )
C. = Calculated Scalar flux at center of DOT mesh cell
RI = Radial location of the center of DOT mesh cell
Z. = Axial location of the center of DOT mesh cellI
Z. = AxialI location of the center of DOT mesh cellI
First, the values C1 and C2 are interpolated radially to obtain a value at R, Z1 . Second,
the values C3 and C4 are interpolated radially to obtain a value at R, Z2 . Finally, the
two values just calculated are interpolated axially to obtain the flux at the R, Z point of
interest. All interpolation is linear. If the desired R, Z data point lies beyond the DOT
data in either radial, axial, or both directions, logarithmic extrapolation of the last two
DOT scalar flux values replaces the linear interpolation of data in the above calculation.
The calculated pointwise response data are punched in the following
order; all responses, point 1; all responses, point 2; etc. Each point begins a new card
and the point number is punched in card columns 73 - 80.
DOT Scalar Flux Collapse (IND = 7)
CHEAPER is capable of collapsing the DOT scalar flux in the radial and/or
axial direction. The collapsing of mesh cells is done in a manner to conserve mesh cell
fluxes in the redefined mesh cells. This procedure is restricted to the deletion of mesh lines
internal to the problem geometry. The user specifies in the general problem input data, the
mesh line coordinates of the original or input flux solution, the radial mesh line coordinates
of the collapsed mesh (only if the mesh is collapsed radially), the axial mesh line coordin-
ates of the collapsed mesh (only if the mesh is collapsed axially), as well as the mesh cell
coordinate identification numbers which will comprise the new (or redefined) mesh cell
description (IC and JC arrays).
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The average particle flux, 1., in each group in each new (redefined)
radial mesh cell is computed as:
if
'< *+. * AA.





where fl. is the centered average flux in the redefined radial mesh cell, I, for each axial
mesh cell, i. The quantities k and if are the input flux mesh cell coordinate indices which
form the left and right boundaries of the new or redefined radioal mesh cell, I. The quantity,
2 2
a A i is the cross sectional area, Or (R2 i + 1 - R[2 ), of the mesh cell, i. The computed
average flux data, l', is placed at the radial midpoint of the new mesh cell, RI = 1/2
(Ris + Rif)-










where flJ is the centered average flux in each group in the redefined mesh cell, (I, J) and
1i. is the centered average flux previously computed in the redefined radial mesh cell, I, for
each axial mesh cell, i. The quantities, is and if, are the input flux mesh cell coordinate




J. The quantity, a Zi, is the height of each axial mesh cell, j. The computed average
flux data, *lJ' is placed at the axial midpoint of the redefined mesh cell, Zj = 1/2
(Zis + Zif).
A.3.3 Other Useful Information
Input DOT Scalar Flux Tape
The flux tape is written in the binary mode and contains one logical
record for each energy group. The first IM * JM words in the record contain the scalar
flux in the order (1, 1), (2, 1), . . ., (IM, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2), . . ., (IM, 2), . . ., (IM, JM).
The remaining data on the flux tape is not read by CHEAPER.
DOT Geometry Type
The foregoing discussion of CHEAPER calculation options has referred to
scalar fluxes resulting from R, Z geometry DOT calculations. It should be noted that all
options are equally correct for R, 9 geometry DOT calculations. One suggestion, however,
is in order. If azimuthal traverses are to be plotted, the resulting plots would be more
meaningful if the user converted the DOT 2* array from revolutions to either radians or
degrees before inputting the data to CHEAPER (card 9).
Input Value of PNORM
PNORM is used in the following manner. CHEAPER takes the absolute
value of the input scalar flux values and multiplies each by PNORM.
A.4 PROBLEM SETUP INFORMATION
A.4.1 Tape Assignments
A maximum of six magnetic tapes or disc devices are required in the cur-
rent version of the CHEAPER code. The files required are as follows:
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Tape 5 Input Disc
Tape 6 Printed Output Disc
Tape 7 Punched Output Disc
Tape 10 Input Magnetic Tape from DOT-IIW or CHEAPER
Tape 11 Input Magnetic Tape from DOT-IIW or CHEAPER
Tape 12 Output Magnetic Tape (Contains Calculated Scalar Fluxes in
the DOT- I IW Format)
A.4.2 Running Time
Most CHEAPER problems will run in less than 60 seconds of Central
Processor Unit (CPU) Time.
A.4.3 Core Storage Requirements
The CHEAPER program requires 2600010core locations. The user is
referred to Section 3.1 for the number of locations required for problem data.
A.4.4 Error Messages
The following error messages or program stops may be encountered in run-
ning a CHEAPER problem.
Message Description or Explanation
STOP 1 The number of data storage locations required by CHEAPER
is greater than the input quantity ISIZE (refer to Section A.3).
STOP 2 IND = 1 and an incorrect value has been input for SCHEME.
STOP 3 R array not in ascending order, check card 7 input.
STOP 4 RNU array not in ascending order, check card 8 input.
STOP 5 Z array not in ascending order, check card 9 input.
STOP 6 ZNU array not in ascending order, check card 10 input.
STOP 7 Card 6 input is not consistent with the input quantity JM.
STOP 10 "One of the arrays is identically equal to zero, check X
and Y."
Either the X or f(x) array to be plotted contains all zeros,
check a ll input.
A-10
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A.5 DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT
Computer output from a CHEAPER calculation consists of printed output and,
depending on the options selected, punched output, SC 4020 hardcopy plots, and a
binary tape.
A.5.1 Printout
The first part of the printed output is an edit of the input data. The follow-
ing quantities are printed out.
1. The title card at the top of the page
2. The input quantities IND through FRAM with a brief description of
each
3. If IND = 0, the input quantities JMR through LPTS2 and descriptions
4. The number of variable dimension data storage locations needed for
the problem and the value input for ISIZE.
5. The radial interval data. These are printed in eight columns across
the page.
a. The interval number
b. The input R array
c. The calculated interval midpoint
d. The calculated interval area
e. The input RNU array
f. The calculated interval midpoint
g. The calculated interval area
h. The input IC array
6. The axial interval data. These are printed in eight columns across
the page.
a. The interval number
b. The input Z array
c. The calculated interval midpoint
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d. The calculated interval area
e. The input ZNU array
f. The calculated interval midpoint
g. The calculated interval area
h. The input JC array
7. IF IND = 4, 5, or 6 the traverse and point coordinate data are printed.
These data include the radii at which the axial traverses are to be
calculated, the Z's at which radial traverses are to be calculated,
also, the point coordinates as input (R, Z).
8. If ICON = 1 the converted point coordinates are printed
9. If NACT is greater than zero, the input response functions are printed,
followed by the titles input for each response.
The second part of the printed output consists of the results of the calcu-
lations performed.
1. If IND = 0, 1, 2, 3, or 7 the scalar flux calculated by CHEAPER,
for the option selected, is printed. The flux is printed by mesh point
and energy group.
2. If IND = 4 the descriptive titles for the traverses are printed.
3. If IND = 4 or 5 and NPRIN1 = 1 the scalar fluxes calculated on the
desired traverses are printed by traverse, mesh point, and energy
group.
4. If IND = 5 the calculated traverse - response data are printed, followed
by the descriptivetitles.
5. If IND = 6 and NPRIN2 = 1 the scalar fluxes calculated at each dis-
crete point are printed by energy group and point.






The punched output is discussed in Section A.3.2.
A.5.3 Output Flux Tape
The scalar flux resulting from options 0, 1, 2, 3 and 7 is written on tape
in the binary mode and contains one logical record per group. Each record contains INU*
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B.1 COMPUTER CODE SYNOPSIS
1. Name: LHAP
2. Computer: The code is operational on the MSFC UNIVAC-1108 computer
system under the EXEC 8 monitor system.
3. Nature of Physical Problem Solved: LHAP calculates the energy dependent
gamma ray dose rate due to neutron captures ina complex geometry. The neu-
tron radiation source is represented as an anisotropic point source (i.e., neutron
flux levels as a function of polar angle on a meridian ring). The neutron cap-
ture events occur at the point of incidence of rays emanating from the point
source on specified zones in the complex geometry. The uncollided flux, flux
with buildup applied, and dose rate (Rads (carbon)/hr) are computed as a func-
tion of emanating ray angle, capture zone, and zone material. Geometry is
describable by zone bounded by intersecting quadratic surfaces with a maximum
of six boundary surfaces per zone.
No attenuation function is applied for the primary neutrons and the capture
gamma ray attenuation function is an exponential function with a buildup
factor approximation to account for multiple scatter between the capture site
and the detector point.
4. Method of Solution: A point kernel method using an anisotropic point source
representation is used. Inverse square spatial attenuation between the neutron
source point and capture site is employed. Line-of-sight material attenuation
and inverse square spatial attenuation between the capture source point and
detector point is employed.
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5. Restrictions on theComplexity of the Problem: The LHAP code is written in
complete flexible dimensioning so that no restrictions are imposed on the
number of energy groups, number of geometric zones, or point source represen-
tation. The complex geometry capability is limited to zones defined by a
maximum of six boundary surfaces with each surface defined by a general
quadratic equation or one of its degenerate forms. The only restriction in
the code is that the total number of data entries must be less than the dimen-
sion of blank COMMON.
6. Typical Running Time: The LHAP code calculates approximately 50 neutron
source point-capture source point-to detector point calculations per second
on the UNIVAC-1108 computer. The running time is essentially independent
of energy groups and is only dependent upon the complexity of the geometry
ca Iculation.
7. Unusual Features of the Code: The use of a method of determining the neutron
capture site at the entry point into an absorbing zone of a complex geometry
provides a flexible technique in evaluating the effect of the absorbing zone
shape and position on the neutron capture gamma dose rates. The assumption
that neutrons are absorbed at the entry point is generally a limitation but in
the case of liquid hydrogen propellant tanks this is a reasonable approximation.
8. Related or Auxiliary Codes: Gamma absorption coefficients may be supplied
by magnetic tape from the GAMLEG-W code. Neutron flux distributions at a
meridian ring for use as an anisotropic energy dependent source can be sup-
plied on punched cards from the KAP-VI ( 1 ) or MAP ( 3 ) codes. The code is very
similar to the SCAP (1 ) code.





1. R. K. Disney and S. L. Zeigler, WANL-PR(LL)-034, Volume 6, "Point
Kernel Techniques", August 1970.
2. R. G. Soltesz, R. K. Disney and S. L. Zeigler, WANL-PR(LL)-034,
Volume 3, "Cross Section Generation and Data Processing Techniques",
August 1970.
3. R. G. Soltesz, R. K. Disney, S. L. Zeigler, and J. Jedruch, WANL-PR(LL)-
034, Volume 5, "Two Dimensional Discrete Ordinates Transport Techniques",
August 1970.
B.2 INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION
B.2.1 Input Format
The input data for the LHAP code are divided into the following three
data sets:
1. Overall problem storage allocation
2. Overall problem title and parameters
3. Problem geometry, source, and detector data.
The first data set is entered on a single formatted card which is the first
physical card of each problem deck. The second data set consists of the title card and five
cards of integer and real data on formatted cards in data fields of 12 columns each. This
set of data is always required as input to a LHAP problem and all input data must be
entered in the correct field of each card since a fixed FORTRAN format is used to read
all cards.
The remaining data set 3 of a LHAP problem input is input to one of three
possible FORTRAN type formats. The integer data arrays (denoted by a dollar sign) must
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always be input in the standard LHAP (FIDO)* format capability of six fields of 12 columns
in each field. Each field in the standard format is subdivided into three subfields as shown
in Figure B-1. Integer data must be entered as right adjusted** in the third subfield of
each data field. Real data may be entered in the standard LHAP or one of two non-
standard format capabilities.
The non-standard input formats which are shown in Figure B-1 are included
for user convenience and can only be used for any real (floating point) data array. These
non-standard formats cannot include any operation type (fill, skip, interpolate, repeat, etc.),
but can include blank fields on a card that cause the input routine to ignore the rest of the
card; i.e., if a data array should include 117 entries, the punched card input for the array
would be 19 full cards (6 values/card) and a final card of three entries using the U format.
LHAP, using this non-standard capability, would skip the last three fields of the last card
and commence reading at the first data field of the next card.
In the standard LHAP format, the second subfield may include one of the
data type or operation type code letters.
The following characters may be entered: &, *, U, V, R, I, T, S, F, A,
+, -, Z, E, Q, N, M, W, X, or H.
$ indicates the beginning of an integer (fixed point) array. The first
subfield identifies the array.
* indicates the beginning of a real (floating point) array. The first sub-
field identifies the array.
*FIDO is a generalized input routine capable of performing operations to prepare data
arrays. This routine is standardized through the DOT-IIW, ANISN-W, and MAP codes.
**"right adjusted" means that the least significant digit of an integer number is at the




U indicates the beginning of a real (floating point) array in the non-
standard format 6E12.5 and the data array beginning on the next
physical card. The first subfield identifies the array.
V indicates the beginning of a real (floating point) array in the non-
standard format 4 (1X, E16.9, 1X). The first subfield identifies the
array beginning on the next physical card.
R indicates that the data contained in the third subfield are to be entered
R times in succession. The first subfield defines the number of total suc-
cessive entries or Repeats (i.e., a 16R 1.0 enters 16 1.0's).
I indicates linear Interpolation between the data in the associated third
subfield and the following third subfield. The first subfield defines the
number of interpolations between the two data entries (i.e., 41 0.0, 10.0
enters 0.0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10.0).
T indicates Termination of data reading for a particular subset of data. No
further data reading for a subset of data is attempted and the program
proceeds to the next subset and the next physical data card.
S indicates Skip. The first subfield defines the number of entries to be
skipped. The third subfield may contain the first entry following
skips (i.e., 15S 1 enters a 1 in the 16th word of an array).
F indicates that the remainder of the present array is to be Filled with
the data entry in the third subfield. Any entry in the first subfield is
ignored (i.e., F 1 .0 will enter a 1.0 for all entries in an array).
A indicates Address modification. The next non-blank data entry is
entered in the Nth location of the present array where N is an integer
entry in the third subfield associated with the A. Any entry in the
first subfield is ignored.
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+ or - indicates exponentiation. The data entry in the third subfield is
multiplied by 1 0 +N where N is the entry in the first subfield. This
option allows more significant digits if necessary.
Z indicates the entry of Zeros. The integer entry in the first plus the
third subfield indicates the number of successive zeros to be entered,
(e.g., 1OZ enters 10 zeros, Z 20 enters twenty zeros, and 1OZ 20
enters 30 zeros).
E indicates End array. This option skips to the end of an array without
the need for specifying the number of skips.
Q indicates sequence repeat. The integer entry in the first plus the third
subfield indicates the number of previous entries to be repeated.
N indicates inverted sequence repeat. This option is similar to the 0
option except that the previous entries are repeated in reverse order
(e.g., 0, 2, 4, 2N enters 0, 2, 4, 4, 2).
M indicates inverted sequence repeat except that the signs of previous
entries are reverse when they are repeated.
W indicates the array identified by the first subfield will be read accord-
ing to the format on the following card.
X indicates the array identified by the first subfield will be read accord-
ing to the last variable format read in. For example,
Card 1 (remainder of card must be blank)
Card 2 (contains format only)
3W(7E 10.3) Card 3 (remainder of card must be blank)(7E 10.3)
3X Card 4 through N (contain the data according
to the specified format. No blank fields are
allowed).
H indicates the beginning of an alphanumeric descriptive title card array.




The following restrictions must be observed when writing input data for
LHAP:
1. Floating point zeros must be written as 0. or 0.0; a.0 or -.0 in either
the standard or non-standard format is not acceptable.
2. Blanks are ignored and the reading of data commences on the next
physical card for the non-standard format and on the next field after
the blank field for the standard formats.
3. If an I is specified in any data field, the third subfield of that field
and the following third subfield of the next field cannot be blank. In
addition, the second subfield of the field following a field containing
an I cannot contain an A.
4. If the third subfield of a data field containing a $ or a * contains an
integer, N, the next data entry is assumed to be the (N + 1) th member
of the array. Normally this third subfield is blank and is interpreted as
zero.
Integer data in the third subfield must be right adjusted. Floating point data
may be written with or without an exponent and with or without a decimal point. If the
decimal point is not included, it is assumed to be at the extreme right of the nine column
subfie Id.
B.2.2 Input Data Instructions
Table B-1 is to be used as a guide in preparing problem input data for the
LHAP code. Other sections present a more detailed description of the data presented here.
The quantity in slashes represents the array dimension, or the number of pieces of data
required, and the expression in brackets is the condition requiring that array or set of arrays.
Arrays or sets of arrays with the corresponding terminate (T) card which are not required
should not be entered. If no condition is specified, the array is required. Note that a T
card must follow the data entered in data set 3 and no T card is entered after data sets 1
and 2.
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B.3 DETAILED INPUT DATA INFORMATION
The input data requirements for the LHAP code are very similar to the SCAP code
described in Volume 6, WANL-PR(LL)-034. The input of geometry data is identical to the
SCAP input as described in Section 3.3.1 of the SCAP user's manual and the only difference
in input is the designation of an absorbing zone and the input of the neutron capture data as
described in Table B-1.
B.4 PROBLEM SETUP INFORMATION
The setup of a LHAP code problem is described in this section. This section is
intended to define the setup of a LHAP problem on the MSFC UNIVAC-1108 computer
system. The MSFC version of the LHAP code resides on a production tape and is used by
loading the code from tape with control cards preceding the input deck. The use of tape
or disk files, running time, and error messages are described in the following sections.
B.4.1 Tape Assignments
The LHAP code requires a maximum of four magnetic tape or disk files for
a specific problem. For a majority of problems only three files are required. The file
assignments are as follows:
Tape 5 Input Disk
Tape 6 Output Disk
Tape 7 Punched Output Disk
Tape 11 Cross Section Library
Input Tape
/ Required only if NL = 1/
The Tape 11 input tape is the tape produced by GAMLEG-Wand contains
the pair production and photoelectric pointwise cross section data for elements in the





The required running time for a given LHAP problem on the MSFC UNIVAC-
1108 computer is mainly dependent upon the number of source points and the number of cap-
ture points in the geometric zones. The estimate of the required CPU time is obtained by
estimating the total number of source point-to-capture point-to-detector point calculations
for each source point. The number of capture points in a geometric model is calculated
internally based on the incidence of source rays on the absorber. The code performs approxi-
mately 50 capture point calculations per second in a geometry model.
The total running time for a LHAP problem is estimated as:
t(CPU seconds) = (NT + 1)* NR50
where:
NT is the number (ororder) of the azimuthal angle integration
NR is the number of polar angle source rays
B.4.3 Error Messages
A number of LHAP code generated error messages may be encountered in
running a LHAP problem. These messages are primarily due to the incorrect problem input.
The error messages are genera lly self-explanatory.
Message Explanation
Data storage requirements and
limits . . .x, y.
Geometry error - zone . . ., bnd . .
bnd number . . . equation number 
coordinates x = . ., y = . ., z = .
If x > y, the code terminates. This implies the
problem is too large for available core storage or
input value LIM] is incorrect.
A boundary equation number NBE < 0




Geometry error - zone . ..
boundary . . ., distance . ..
coordinates (x, y, z)
"Error, N entries required in (3*,
for example) array, data edit
continues"
"Warning, Interpolation used in
the (9$, for example) integer array,
data edit continues"
"Fill option ignored in (9$, for
example) array"
"Warning, Address . . . is beyond
the limits of (9$, for example) array"
A boundary crossing on the line-of-sight cannot be
found. Check location of the source point and
detector point with relation to geometry description.
Too many or too few pieces of data were input to
the specified array.
The code is warning the user that integer interpola-
tion, which involves computer integer arithmetic
is being used. Computers, in performing integer
arithmetic, drop any fractional I remainder.
The code already has all the data it needs for the
specified array.
The user, in inputting data with the A format, has
exceeded the storage area set aside for the specified
array.
B.5 METHOD OF SOLUTION
The LHAP code is very similar to the SCAP code described in Volume 6, WANL-
PR(LL)-034. The geometry calculation in LHAP is identical to SCAP and the only difference
is the calculation of the neutron capture source in LHAP as compared to the scatter source
in SCAP. The neutron capture source in LHAP is similar to the albedo source in SCAP
except that an isotropic emission of photon energy is assumed at the neutron capture site.







INPUT DATA INSTRUCTIONS FOR LHAP CODE












The number of locations available for
core data storage. LIM] = 4000 for a
field length of 75,0008
Overall Problem Title and Parameters
1 12A6 1 - 72 TITLE
2 6112
Descriptive title for problem
Integer data
1 - 12 NG
12 - 24 NS
25 - 36 NA
37 - 48 NC
49 - 60 NE
61 - 72 NM
No. of energy groups of secondary gamma
data in final results
Number of energy groups in neutron flux
input data
Number of polar angles in source input
data. If NA is negative, KAP input by
energy and angle. If NA is positive,
MAP input by angle and energy. NOTE:
If data from previous case in stack is to be
used, NA must be positive.
Number of energy points in gamma ray
absorption cross section data
Number of elements in the zone composi-
tion-element table.















13 - 24 NB
25 - 36 NR
37 - 48 NT
Description
Number of zones in problem
Number of boundary surfaces in problem
Number of initial I source rays emanating
in equal polar angle from neutron pseudo-
source point.
Order of azimuthal I integration (trapzoida l)
for neutron pseudo-source point
If NT = 1, the 2w symmetry condition for
an on-axis source point and detector point
is applied
49 - 60 NSZO
61 - 72 NL
4 6E12.5 1 - 12 TH1
13 - 24 TH2
25 - 36 TT1
37 - 48 TT2
Most probable zone which contains the
neutron pseudo-source point
Library option
1 - use GAMLEG library data tape on
unit 11 to generate absorption (photo-
electric plus pair production) cross sec-
tion data
0 - enter cross section data SIG(27*) and
ZOM(26*) as input data
Lower limit of polar angle at which source
rays originate
Upper limit in polar angle at which source
rays originate
Lower limit of azimuthal angle integration
Upper limit of azimuthal angle integration.
NOTE: TT1, TT2 can be used to assign












25 - 36 RP
37 - 48 TFR
Description
Radius of meridian ring at which source
data is defined
Electron path length (electrons/cm2 x 10-24)
per scatter point used to determine position
of scatter points. Not required for LHAP
input
Radius of pseudo-sphere which contains all
scatter points in the problem
Total flux to Fast Flux ratio to be applied
to all flux calculations at each polar angle.
Data Set 3 - Problem Geometry, Source and Detector Data
t Card Variable
II Columns Name Description
6112 NBZ Number of boundaries per zone. (If NBZ
is negative, then the zone is an outside
zone and no further geometry calculations
beyond this zone to the detector are per-
formed.)
NBD Boundary numbers for each surface of a
zone, 6 numbers per zone must be entered
(one card per zone with boundaries not
used specified as 0 (6 x NZ numbers).
(Ambiguity indices for boundaries of zones
















































Ambiguity indices are assigned as negative
for boundaries which are in a negative X
direction in relation to the origin in rela-
tion to the ray leaving the zone and cross-
ing the boundary or a negative Z direction
to the ray leaving the zone and crossing
the boundary.
Zone numbers entered upon crossing each
boundary of a zone, 6 numbers per zone
(one card per zone) correspond to the NBD
numbers with numbers not used specified
as 0 (6 x NZ numbers).
Equation number for each boundary surface.
Boundary equations defined in Table B-2.
Coefficients for boundary surface equations
Coefficients for boundary surface equations
Coefficients for boundary surface equations
Coefficients for boundary surface equations
Coefficients for boundary surface equations
Coefficients for boundary surface equations
Coefficients for boundary surface equations
Energy values for cross section data (NC
values)
Electrons/atom for each element in com-













Density (gm/cm 3 ) for each element in
each composition by element and composi-
tion. (NE X NM values)
Number of composition in each zone. (NZ
values). If NMZ for a zone is negative,
then this composition is an absorber.
Energy values of meridian ring source data
(NS values)




* or U ANS
* or U SOS
XP20 * or U
21 *or U XD
Polar angle of meridian ring data (NA
values)
Source data by angle and group (NAXNS
or NSXNA values)
Pseudo-source point coordinates (Xp, Yp,
Zp)
Detector point coordinates (Xd, Yd' Zd)
NOTE: ZOM and SIG are required only if NL = 0
26 * or U ZOM Electrons/cm 3 for each composition by
zone (NM values)
27 * or U SIG Gamma absorption cross section (oapp plus
ape) by group energy ENC and composition














28 * or U




Relative capture rate in capture zone per
incident neutron as a function of polar
angle and neutron energy group (NAXNS
values)
Relative gamma energy release for each
gamma group. ENPx ENG Mev/capture
(NG values)












LHAP BOUNDARY EQUATION NUMBERS AND EQUATIONS
Boundary Equation
Number Equation
AX2 + XX +BY 2 +YY +CZ +ZZ
A(X-Xo ) + B(Y-Yo ) 0 + C(ZZo) 2 = D
A(X-X)2 +B(Y-Y)2 +C(Z-Z)2 = D
0 0 0 











AX +XX +BY 2 + YY +CZ +ZZ
O O o
0A(X-Xo)2 + B(0YYo ) 2 + C(ZZo ) 2 = 






(X-X2 +2 =D 2(X-Xo)2 + (Y-Y)2 = D
0 0























ta Array Identification No. or Number of Operations
(6E12.5), U Data Type
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Data Field
3. Non-Standard: (4(1X, E16.9, 1X)), V Data type or ODDK (FLOCOW)
Card Coiumns 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
/~~~~ /
Data Field Exponent Field
Figure B-1. LHAPInput Formats
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